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Chapter 191 Tang Duo’s Fiancé 

Yanjing. 

The capital of China, has gone through eight dynasties, is a symbol of 
emperors and power. The 5,000-year long history has left behind not only a 
rich culture, but also various bad habits. The development of reform and 
opening up is rapid while the progress of construction of spiritual civilization is 
comparatively a little slower. 

From slavery to feudal monarchy to one-party rule today, the voice of the 
common people can be heard by more people and they can hear more voices. 
The press censorship system has been improving. 

Now Tang Family is the helmsman of this big ship, and every move of Tang 
Family members is being watched. If there is a slight mistake, someone will 
try to impeach them from behind. In recent days, a message has been spread 
in Yanjing circle. 

“The daughter of Tang Family’s second branch is not dead!” 

The young masters and young ladies in the capital doubt the source of the 
news first, and then they express their views one by one after confirmation. 

“Hua Zhong, have you heard that Tang Duo is coming back?” On the outskirts 
there is a racetrack, several young men are riding on horses. The leftmost one 
has a baby face and beautiful eyes which are now filled with joy. 

“I know. I’ve heard that she will come back just within a few days.” Hua 
Zhong’s voice is excited. 

Five years ago, when he knew that Tang Duo died in a foreign land, he did not 
believe it, even if there was a corpse. How could such a beautiful and 
flamboyant girl become a corpse lying under a cold cliff? 

So he went abroad to look for her. He gave up after looking for her for two 
years and was caught back by his family. A few days ago, Bai Yuanfei 



suddenly said that Tang Duo was not dead. She has amnesia and is now in G 
City. 

“How does your elder brother react?” Bai Yuanfei who is next to him wings his 
horsewhip. 

The smile on Hua Zhong’s face disappears at once. Jiang Yu who is on the 
other side snorts, “Why do you mention his elder brother?” 

“Even if I don’t mention him, others will mention.” Bai Yuanfei glances at Hua 
Zhong. “She is married and has a child. You should drop the idea forever!” 

Hua Zhong purses his mouth. “Don’t talk nonsense. She is my elder sister!” 

“Sh*t! She has a younger brother named Tang Cao. We have never heard 
that you are also her younger brother.” 

Jiang Yu pats his good friend on the shoulder. “It’s been many years and 
we’ve all grown up. Besides, even if she comes back and is still single, you 
have no chance.” 

Of course Hua Zhong knows he is out of the question. 

The hatred between Tang Family’s second branch and Hua Family cannot be 
said to end until they die. But they still grind their teeth with hatred. His elder 
brother Hua Yan, was Tang Duo’s fiancé. At that time, the two families were 
still good friends and they were betrothed according to their elders’ intention. 

It can be said to be a perfect match between a talented man and a beautiful 
girl. 

Then all this was destroyed by his elder brother. 

“He was not willing to fulfill the engagement, but eloped with a nightclub 
miss?” After hearing what Bai Susu says about the past, Yan Hua feels 
shocking. 

She even had a fiancé, and the fiancé didn’t like her but liked a nightclub miss 
and eloped with the nightclub miss?? 

“I didn’t tell you it before, because Ruoxian said to postpone it for a while so 
as not to make you uncomfortable.” Bai Susu’s eyes grow cold. “This incident 



made our family and you a laughing stock, so our relationship with Hua Family 
completely broke off.” 

But Yan Hua’s emphasis is… 

“Does Lang Ruoxian know it?” 

“Of course, he found out as soon as he investigated.” Bai Susu is relieved to 
think of her son-in-law, who is devoted to her daughter. “He didn’t want you to 
know it too early. After all, it’s not a good thing.” 

Although Yan Hua doesn’t remember it, she feels really uncomfortable. “If he 
didn’t like me, why didn’t he say in private? It would be more appropriate for 
the two families to break the engagement.” 

“Who would not say so?” Bai Susu clenches her teeth. “It was originally 
ordered by the elders. If one of you didn’t like it, it could count for nothing. But 
he quietly eloped with another woman, who was a…” 

Bai Susu pinches her fist. “He did so, which disgraced you openly, and also 
disgraced our Tang Family!” 

“Did I… like him?” Yan Hua asks another key question. 

“You said he was pretty good-looking.” Tang Yao leans out a head from the 
other side. 

This time they take Lang Cha’s private plane back to Yanjing. Tang Cao plays 
with Gungun in the back seats. Bai Susu thinks she should tell Yan Hua about 
it. 

Yan Hua silently thinks for a while. She feels that she might have said that. 

“So I was willing to this marriage?” It is really embarrassing. She was so 
superficial that she promised to marry a man only because of his good 
appearance. That’s not right! She thinks of something, then asks. “Is it 
because no one wanted to marry me?” 

Yan Hua doesn’t forget the information about herself, although she feels that 
she was a very beautiful woman who had a lot of social connections and could 
use them to get things done. But in upper class circle, she and her family were 
freaks. 



Although her family background was prominent, few men of suitable families 
were willing to make her their match. Why should they marry an idiot who 
didn’t even go to college and didn’t know anything? They all hope to have a 
decent and intelligent wife if they become politicians or businessmen. 

Tang Duo was very beautiful, but people all regarded her as an apple of 
Sodom. Her younger brother Tang Cao sat around and waited to die every 
day, while Tang Duo only knew how to dress up and have fun. Which family 
wanted to have such a daughter-in-law? Be pleasant to the eye but of no use? 

“Some families would like to have you as their daughter-in-law, but all of them 
had insufficient status and were attracted to our two companies.” Tang Yao 
looks at his daughter carefully. “Don’t be sad, Hua. They are blind. My baby 
daughter is the best!” 

Yan Hua basically understands why she agreed to marry into Hua Family at 
that time. She remembers the data of Hua Family. Hua Family’s situation is as 
same as that of Bai Family. But Bai Family and Tang Family are in the same 
camp. Hua Family is in the military circle, whose head is the chairman of the 
Military Commission. 

This is the so-called political power grows out of the barrel of a gun. Tang 
Family are in the political circle, while Hua Family are in the military circle. 
They will both benefit if they combine, but they will both damage if they fight 
against each other. 

“Mom, who brought up the idea of marriage between me and the son of Hua 
Family?” 

Bai Susu sneers. “Your eldest uncle, who else would it be? He wanted to use 
the marriage to control Hua Family, but he didn’t expect that Hua Yan dared to 
disgrace us publicly, making you the laughingstock of everyone.” 

“Why didn’t Uncle let my cousin marry him?” Yan Hua is curious. “Didn’t you 
say there is a cousin who is two years younger than me?” 

“Because Hua Family asked for you.” Bai Susu’s eyes are gloomy. “The 
same, they also wanted to use the marriage to control Tang Family. But they 
knew that your uncle wouldn’t agree to use his own daughter, so they had to 
take the second best.” 



Tang Yao suddenly tugs at Yan Hua’s sleeve. “Hua, none of us agreed 
originally. You promised your uncle by yourself. We… we thought you liked 
Hua Yan so you agreed.” 

“Impossible!” Yan Hua immediately denies, “Although I don’t remember, I 
couldn’t sacrifice myself for someone who didn’t love me.” 

She is not so great. She could even give up Lang Ruoxian easily at the 
beginning, so how could she marry a man who didn’t love her? 

“It’s all over.” Bai Susu grabs her hand and says, “I tell you this because I am 
sure you will face it when you go back. The younger daughter of Hua Family is 
engaged to your uncle’s son, so you will have to meet in the future.” 

Yan Hua remembers that the information mentioned it. 

“The information you gave me said that Hua Zhong, the second young master 
of Hua Family, had a good relationship with me?” 

“Because you saved him in his childhood.” Bai Susu thinks of the beautiful 
young man and regrets. If he was not too much younger than Hua, the original 
marriage object would be him. 

But now… 

“He has grown up and becomes complicated, you should not regard him as a 
younger brother.” Bai Susu reminds her. 

Yan Hua looks at her mother with some surprise and then nods. 

“Remember, when you get off the plane later, you will not be Yan Hua, you 
will be Tang Duo.” Bai Susu touches her daughter’s hair. “The family call you 
Hua, there should be no problem. The main thing is that you must remember 
when you are outside, there is no Yan Hua, only Tang Duo!” 

When the plane lands, the bodyguards and driver who have been waiting 
outside welcome the family into the car. Gungun stares through the window 
for a long time, then curls his lips. 

“What’s up?” Yan Hua asks him. 

Gungun says piteously, “All the leaves on the trees have fallen off and there 
are no flowers.” 



“Because Yanjing is in the north!” Yan Hua holds her son in her arms. “Winter 
in the north is very cold, but the house has central heating and it is not as 
humid as G City.” 

Tang Cao holds Gungun into his arms. “It will be the twelfth month soon. 
When it snows, Uncle will take you to make a snowman!” 

“Snowman?” Gungun, who used to live the south of China and has never 
seen any snow, opens his eyes wide and asks, “Can the dog pull me?” 

What the hell? 

“He talks about the dog pulling the sled.” Yan Hua touches her son’s little 
head. “His kindergarten introduced it.” 

Tang Cao immediately nods regardless of the possibility of dogs pulling 
sledges in Yanjing. “If there’s no dog pulling the sled for you, Uncle can pull 
the sled for you!” 

“Here we are!” Two hours later, the car turns into a beautiful villa block, with a 
long distance between each villa. In Yanjing, where the land is of high cost, it 
is simply a waste of resources. 

“Those people who live in this place are basically of same status like our 
family.” Tang Yao points to a villa. “Well, his uncle is the prime minister.” 

In other words, all the people who live here have relatives who are senior 
officials. 

“Where your uncle lives has guards and troops. It’s very difficult to get in and 
out. Your grandma didn’t want to live there, so she moved out early with your 
grandpa.” 

The car stops in front of a red three-story villa. Tang Cao jumps out of the car 
with Gungun in his arms and makes a gesture of invitation to Yan Hua. 

“Sister! Welcome home.” 

Hua Family. 

“Xiaozhong is back!” Ning Ting sees her younger son come back and hangs 
up the phone. 



Hua Zhong grunts and is going upstairs. 

“Xiaozhong, come over here.” But Ning Ting stops him. 

“Why?” Hua Zhong stands still. 

Seeing him like this, Ning ting says grumpily, “Why? Even I can’t command 
you anymore?” 

Hua Zhong comes over and sits down on the sofa. “Mom, say whatever you 
want. Don’t beat about the bush.” 

.”.. See!” Ning Ting hits him once. “Why do you talk to your mother like that?” 

Hua Zhong stands up. “If you have nothing to say, I’m leaving.” 

“Dear me… Let me tell you!” Ning Ting squeezes out a smile. “Do you know 
that Tang Duo is back?” 

Hua Zhong freezes for a second and shows a mocking look. “Is it related to 
our family?” 

“Of course, she was rumored to die abroad before our two families solving the 
embarrassing incident. Now that she is back, Tang Family will definitely 
demand a settlement.” 

Ning Ting looks at him. “You have a good relationship with Tang Duo, don’t 
you? Go and sound out her views.” 
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Chapter 192 Return to Yanjing 
Hua Zhong’s pupils are suddenly dilated, which frightens Ning Ting. 

“What’s the matter, son?” 



“What did you say just now?” Hua Zhong stares at his mother. 

Ning Ting frowns at seeing him like this. “Xiaozhong… You still like Tang Duo, 
don’t you? That was when you were a child, now she…” 

“Enough!” Hua Zhong stands up. “Don’t mention her in front of me. You don’t 
deserve to mention her.” 

Ning Ting is angry. “Why are you angry with me? Even if your elder brother 
did something wrong, but how did our family apologize afterwards? We did 
almost everything except offering a humble apology, OK? That is Tang 
Family. Do you think we are willing to offend?” 

The more Ning Ting says, the angrier she becomes. “Your sister who was still 
a maiden had to marry the third son of Tang Family for this, but the man was 
divorced!” 

“That’s what she wants!” Hua Zhong sneers. “She shamelessly went after the 
man and finally climbed into his bed by taking being drunk as the excuse. Do 
you think Tang Rui would marry her if it weren’t for fear that both families 
would be disgraceful?” 

“How can you say that about your own sister?” Ning Ting trembles and points 
to the younger son, thinking that he was born to oppose his family. 

Hua Zhong snorts and then says, “Mom, do you regard others like fools? How 
did those rumors come from outside? Do you really think the members of the 
second branch of Tang Family didn’t know the truth?” 

Two years ago, shortly after his younger sister Hua Yating got engaged to 
Tang Family’s third son Tang Rui, it was spread that this engagement was in 
order to compensate for what Hua Yan did to Tang Duo. Although many 
people knew that Hua Yating had always been liking Tang Rui, it was 
inevitable that the more words, the more people would believe it. 

In addition, Tang Family did not make a statement about it all the time. 
Gradually, everyone thought that Hua Family had really sacrificed a daughter 
in order to appease the second branch of Tang Family. 

“All right! All right.” Ning Ting rubs her forehead, “Anyway, Tang Duo is back 
now. In case she…” 



“Mom, if Tang Family really wanted to do something, they would do it five 
years ago, so you don’t have to be so nervous.” Tang Duo’s bright face and 
her unabashed voice flash in his mind. 

“Xiaozhong, why are you crying? Because of me? Don’t! Your brother and you 
are different. Besides, I don’t like him. I won’t love him because of his IQ.” 

Having seen her son stare blankly again, Ning Ting can’t help blaming Tang 
Duo in her heart. She’s really like Helen of Troy. Her elder son is still afraid to 
return to home because of Tang Duo, and her younger son is dazed by her. 

“Well, since you don’t want to ask, then don’t go to meet her.” Ning Ting feels 
that if her son do not like to do it, then he’d better not do it, so that he will not 
go to the femme fatale again. 

Hua Zhong hisses. “Tang Family will surely celebrate the return of Sister Duo 
and the whole circle will join. Mom, you don’t want me to go, so are you trying 
to tell everyone that our two families still bear grudges and will be completely 
isolated from each other all our lives?” 

“If there are grudges, it is Tang Family who won’t want to see us.” Hua Zhong 
says and turns to leave. 

Ning Ting is so angry that it takes her quite a while to pat her chest to calm 
down. 

Bai Family. 

As soon as Bai Yuanfei comes back, he is stopped by his younger sister. 

“Yuanfei! Have you seen Tang Duo?” 

Bai Yuanfei leans to the sofa back, “Where can I meet her? I don’t even know 
if she will come back today.” 

“She is back.” Bai Jingzhu curls her lips and hands over her mobile phone. 
“Well, there are photos on the Internet.” 

Bai Yuanfei has been playing in the racecourse, so he really hasn’t paid any 
attention to the matter. He takes the phone and clicks on the photos. They 
were taken at the airport in a long distance. Human faces on the photos are 



very vague. But judging from the number of people and the license plate, they 
should be Tang Family members. 

“Yuanfei, is Tang Duo really married? Does she even has a son?” Bai Jingzhu 
asks again, “Who is her husband?” 

Bai Yuanfei yawns. “Why do you care so much? Don’t you always dislike 
her?” 

“I ask just because I don’t like her.” Bai Jingzhu says grumpily, “Why did she 
come back to life again? If there weren’t her, an idiot who knew nothing, our 
circle would be excellent.” 

“How interesting!” Bai Yuanfei unceremoniously mocks her, “You are jealous 
of her face. What’s the matter if she is an idiot? You can ask, which man in 
the circle won’t want to approach her?” 

Bai Jingzhu is angry and wants to hit him. “Are you really my elder brother?” 

“Even I am your brother, I cannot lie with my eyes open.” Bai Yuanfei peels an 
orange. “I am not criticizing you. So many women don’t like Tang Duo but they 
don’t reveal emotions. Only you set yourself against her openly all the time. 
Be aware that you will become a scapegoat sooner or later.” 

“I’m not afraid!” Bai Jingzhu proudly says, “What if she looks good? You just 
want to sleep with her. Who is willing to marry her? Would you like to? If you’d 
like to, our mother will not agree.” 

Bai Yuanfei throws a segment of the orange into his mouth and says, “Don’t 
say such words often in front of people. Besides, I tell you that she is married 
and has a son. It is better for you to think about your own marriage instead of 
being jealous of her.” 

“By the way, don’t be dead set on Hua Yan. Even if he didn’t like Tang Duo, 
he won’t like you.” 

Bai Jingzhu jumps up and glares at him. “Shut up your crow mouth. I just love 
Hua Yan. I will not marry anyone except him!” 

Watching his sister run away, Bai Yuanfei shrugs his shoulders. “What’s the 
advantage of that fool…” 



“Mom!” Gungun runs into Yan Hua’s room and shouts excitedly, “I have a big 
transformer in my room, super big!” 

Yan Hua is dragged into his room by her son. Because Tang Family’s villa is 
much larger than the place where she used to live. So Gungun’s room is also 
much bigger, especially the robot bed in the middle. 

“I specially ordered to make it. How about it?” Tang Cao quietly appears and 
takes credit for his achievements. “There is Gungun’s name on it, which is 
unique!” 

The nephew and uncle roll on the bed together. Bai Susu comes over. She 
and Yan Hua look at each other, and both of them smile. 

They are even excited about a unique bed… 

“We haven’t notified your grandma yet. We’ll take you to pick her up tomorrow 
morning.” Bai Susu looks at her daughter lovingly. “It is not your father and me 
who love you most in this family, but your grandma and your grandpa who 
passed away.” 

Yan Hua thinks. “Then… Should we hide my memory loss from Grandma?” 

“We can’t cheat her.” Bai Susu sighs. “Your grandma is very smart and wise. 
She has been watching your growing up…” 

“Then I will tell her myself.” Yan Hua hugs Bai Susu. “I will try my best to make 
her not sad.” 

Bai Susu pats her daughter’s head. “You can come back alive. She must be 
very happy.” 

In the evening, Yan Hua and Lang Ruoxian make a video call. Lang Ruoxian 
stares at her face on the screen. “I miss you. What should I do?” 

“We didn’t separate until this morning.” Yan Hua sets her mobile phone in 
proper place and puts on face cream. 

Lang Ruoxian looks like a big dog that is abandoned. “But it will be several 
days before I can hold you.” 

“Don’t haste.” Yan Hua looks at the screen of her mobile phone and confirms 
that the man doesn’t have dark circles under his eyes. Then she goes on to 



say, “Come here after you have finished dealing with your business. Don’t 
stay up late to work overtime.” 

Lang Ruoxian purses his lips to keep silence and certainly won’t tell her that 
he almost works 24 hours every day. 

“I’m going to meet Grandma tomorrow.” Yan Hua begins to put on hand 
cream. Lang Ruoxian watches her dig a spoon of red hand cream from a 
bottle and slowly put it on her hand, hoping to turn himself into the hand 
cream. 

Yan Hua doesn’t know, but he knows. Since sending Yan Hua on the plane, 
the real character in his body, that is, Lang Zeyu’s character, has come out. 
He begins to imagine gloomily and secretly. 

If he is not beside Yan Hua, whether she will be bullied, whether she will be 
used to northern food, and even whether she will be afraid to sleep alone at 
night. 

But his disguise is so good that the people around him can’t find it. Yan Hua 
can’t find it, either. 

“When will your parents announce your return?” 

Even if everyone knows that the first young lady of Tang Family is back, there 
must be a formal occasion for introduction. 

“I just want to tell you about it.” Yan Hua takes her mobile phone to bed. “Mom 
means to wait until you come over. She thinks that our facing together is 
better than my facing alone, but maybe you will be under more pressure.” 

When the time comes, everything of Lang Ruoxian’s identity will be dug out. 

“It doesn’t matter.” Lang Ruoxian says over there, “The reason why Grandpa 
stays at home is to support me. Lang Family’s status in the three coastal 
provinces is powerful enough.” 

Even if he goes to Yanjing and starts from scratch, he is still backed by Lang 
Family. 

“Well, then I shall wait for you to come.” Yan Hua yawns. 



Lang Ruoxian feels distressed for her. “Go to sleep. Put your mobile phone 
beside you, and I will watch you sleep.” 

“You go to sleep, too.” Yan Hua puts her mobile phone in a good direction. “Or 
I’ll wait for you to go to bed.” 

So Lang Ruoxian goes to bed after taking a bath as fast as he can. He puts 
his mobile phone in front of his face and kisses his wife good night. When Yan 
Hua wakes up in the morning, she sees a mirror in her mobile phone and 
pauses. 

The next second Lang Ruoxian appears in the camera with a toothbrush in his 
hand. 

“Are you awake?” 

Yan Hua stretches herself. “Well, I will go to pick up grandma after breakfast.” 

“OK, please contact me when you pick up her. I will say hello to her.” Lang 
Ruoxian rinses his mouth and puts his face in front of the camera. “Give me a 
good morning kiss!” 

Yan Hua smiles and kisses him. Lang Ruoxian hangs up the video call. 
Looking at the darkened screen, Yan Hua always feels that something is 
wrong, but she cannot say what is wrong. 

“Mom!” Gungun knocks at the doo outside. “Are you awake?” 

Yan Hua quickly gets out of bed. “Yes, I am! Yes, I am!” 

G City. 

“Young Master, Qiang Di is here.” 

Lang Ruoxian is busy. He frowns. “Let her come in…” 

“You didn’t tell me such a big thing?” The sound of high-heeled shoes is 
drumming. The sound has already come in before Qiang Di arrives. 

Lang Ruoxian asks Shu Sheng to go out first. “It is said all over and you know 
this.” 



“Do you really want to go to Yanjing?” Qiang Di’s face is cold. “You finally 
have kept Lang Consortium to yourself after such efforts, but you want to give 
up now. Is what you did worthy of…” She suddenly closes her mouth, then 
doesn’t say anything, but just stubbornly looks at Lang Ruoxian. 

Lang Ruoxian also looks at her. “Qiang Di, we have avenged my brother and 
me. Lang Li is under house arrest. Lang Hongyue has not woken up yet. It 
doesn’t matter who owns Lang Consortium.” 

“What about me?” Qiang Di’s rim of the eyes is red. “I can accept that you 
have a lover, a son and a home, but you are going to leave without saying a 
word. What am I returning to China for? Because I don’t want to be alone 
abroad, and now you want to leave me alone.” 
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Chapter 193 The Family Has an Old, a Treasure 

Qiang Di leaves angrily. Shu Sheng sees her kick the elevator door. 

“Young Master, do we need to send someone to watch her?” 

“No.” Lang Ruoxian rubs his eyebrows. “If my guess is correct, she will go to 
Yanjing sooner or later.” 

Yan Hua doesn’t know Qiang Di’s plan. She is standing in front of a beautiful 
and elegant Buddhist nunnery. Though it is near November, the place is full of 
pine trees which are lush. 

Following a young nun to go to the back of the temple, it turns out to be an 
independent small courtyard. The old woman in plain Tang suit, with silver 
hair, is looking towards the door and her eyes light up when she sees them. 

“Grandma!” Tang Cao moves fast and starts to run over. 

Chang Pei’e looks at her grandson, the corners of her mouth quivering. 

“Grandma, my sister is back.” Tang Cao knows what she is going to say and 
hurries to hold the old woman. 



Yan Hua also walks up to the old woman. Yesterday Yan Hua saw the photo 
and her first impression of her grandma was “lady of a noble family.” Now Yan 
Hua has seen the real person, although her grandma is in her 60s, but she is 
not wrinkled like many other old people. 

“Grandma, I’m sorry to break your heart.” Yan Hua kneels down with a splash. 

Chang Pei’e shakes her head hard, shivering and trying to tug her up. She 
cannot say a word for a long time, tears on her face. 

“Grandma! It’s me. I’m back.” Yan Hua says again. 

Her grandma Chang Pei’e finally finds back her voice. But she wails in a low 
voice, then says in a trembling voice. “Hua… My Hua!” 

Yan Hua is held in her arms. Chang Pei’e almost exerts all her strength to 
hold her. Yan Hua also holds her grandma’s waist. “Hua is back. I’m back!” 

The sound of crying. 

Bai Susu wipes her tears. “Mom, let’s enter first! It’s cold outside. Don’t let 
Hua kneel.” 

“Get up… Get up quickly!” Chang Pei’e quickly lets go and Yan Hua stands up 
to hold her. “Grandma, let’s go inside and chat.” 

It’s not big inside, but it’s also with two rooms and one hall, warm because of 
a heated brick bed. 

Chang Pei’e clutches Yan Hua’s hand with one hand. The green jade bracelet 
on her wrist is shining brightly in the light. Yan Hua can see that the old lady is 
a very exquisite lady. The room is neat and there is a plum put in the porcelain 
vase in the corner. 

“I’ve known everything.” Chang Pei’e wipes her tears. “It’s our fault. If we 
didn’t believe it was you then and kept looking for you, maybe you would have 
come back home long ago.” 

“Grandma, please don’t say so!” Yan Hua pulls out a facial tissue to wipe 
Chang Pei’e’s tears. “In those days, it was intentional calculation. No one 
would have thought that the corpse was a fake.” 

Chang Pei’e asks, “Really… You can’t remember anything at all?” 



“I’m sorry, Grandma…” Yan Hua is somewhat ashamed. “Dad has made 
arrangements. I shall go to see the doctor of the brain science later. Maybe 
there is a way.” 

“No hurry.” Chang Pei’e thinks for a moment, “If you can’t remember anything, 
it won’t affect much. If you go to see a doctor now, it is hard to avoid doubts in 
case someone knows it.” 

Bai Susu nods. “I think so, too. So we have to wait for Tang Yao’s friend to 
come back from abroad, whose background is known to us.” 

“Well, I know you’ll handle it well.” Chang Pei’e pulls Bai Susu. “It is me who is 
useless. Thank you for taking care of Tang Family in recent years.” 

“Mom, don’t mention it.” Bai Susu rubs against Chang Pei’e like a little girl. 
“Shouldn’t I take care of my own family?” 

Chang Pei’e finally shows a smile. “The most correct thing I did in my life is to 
marry you to Tang Yao.” 

“Yes, yes!” Tang Yao nods vigorously. He and Tang Cao have been staying 
aside as onlookers all the time. “Thank you, Mom. Mom’s decision is wise and 
great!” 

Chang Pei’e laughs this time. “Well, except for your father underground, our 
family is really reunited. By the way! Where is Gungun? Where is my great-
grandson?” 

“He fell asleep on the way, and bodyguards are looking after him in the car! I’ll 
carry him in.” Yan Hua says and is about to go out. 

“Don’t do so, in case get the child a cold.” Chang Pei’e takes hold of her and 
says, “I have packed my things. Let’s go!” 

Chang Pei’e is decisive and rapid. Tang Cao carries the suitcase. Tang Yao 
carefully covers the Avalokitesvara with red cloth, which is for Chang Pei’e 
pays respect for Buddha, and picks it up. Yan Hua walks to the door and sees 
an old nun. She looks at Yan Hua kindly and smiles. 

“Master, I have disturbed you for a few years, and Pei’e will return home.” 
Chang Pei’e folds her hands in a salute. 



Having returned the salute, the old nun smiles and says, “I said long ago that 
your dusty affinity is not yet finished, so I stopped you from shaving your 
head. After a few years of disciplining as a haired nun, you have become half 
of my disciple.” 

At this point, the old nun takes out a jade tablet from her pocket. “At the time 
of parting, I shall give you a gift.” 

“How can I dare…” Chang Pei’e is startled, for she recognizes this thing. It is 
said to be left by the first master of this Buddhist nunnery, which has been 
enshrined in front of the Buddha for hundreds of years. 

“It’s not for you.” But the old nun smiles and shakes her head, looking at Yan 
Hua. “If it is possible, please give your second child this jade tablet after it is 
born!” 

Bai Susu’s eyes flash. “Master, is it male or female you are talking about?” 

“It doesn’t matter whether it’s male or female. Heaven has already arranged 
it.” The old nun smilingly watches Yan Hua take the jade tablet. “Please go 
ahead, everyone. If there is luck, we’ll come across.” 

When the old nun leaves, all the family walk to the car side in trance. 

“Hua, you put away the jade tablet.” Chang Pei’e responds most quickly. “No 
matter what the reason is, this jade tablet has enjoyed hundreds of years of 
incense, which is extremely lucky. And it is a good thing to leave to your 
child.” 

Yan Hua nods and carefully puts away the jade tablet. 

When the car door opens, Chang Pei’e sees a chubby kid in the innermost 
part and hurries forward. 

“Why doesn’t he look like Hua?” She cannot stop smiling when she sees the 
sleeping chubby kid. “Though he is unlike Hua, he is still good-looking. The 
baby’s father must also be a handsome man.” 

Tang Cao is very jealous and says, “No matter how good-looking he is, he 
can’t be better-looking than my sister. Sister, you must have a child whose 
look should be like ours in the future. It’s better for the child to be like 
grandma, who is a great beauty!” 



“You are just honey-tongued!” Chang Pei’e glares at her grandson. “Do you 
want to cheat pocket money from me again?” 

Tang Cao lets out a cry and jumps into Chang Pei’e’s arms. “Grandma, you 
don’t even know that my living standard has plummeted since you left home. 
Every day I eat vegetarian food, and I’m almost like a rabbit.” 

“By the way, Mom, Hua is back. Can we stop eating vegetarian food?” Tang 
Yao also pathetically asks. 

Chang Pei’e smiles. “I’m old and used to being a vegetarian. Of course you 
can’t. Hua has lost weight. And my great grandson, he is growing up. How can 
they not eat meat?” 

“Long live dear mother!” If it weren’t for being in the car, Tang Yao could jump 
up. “I’ll call Zhiwei Garden to book a table, and we’ll go straight there for lunch 
later.” 

The predecessor of Zhiwei Garden was the residence of a sovereign in the 
Qing Dynasty. During the Republic of China, it was bought by private 
individuals. After the reform and opening up, it passed on to an offspring of 
China’s elite. Now eating in this place is expensive and many political and 
business figures like to come here. 

“Sister, Zhiwei Garden never accepts reservations, no matter who goes! But 
our family is an exception.” On the way, Tang Cao talks a lot to Yan Hua and 
says, “Because the boss and our grandpa were good friends. Now it is his son 
who inherits Zhiwei Garden, whom we call uncle.” 

But it reminds Yan Hua of another thing. “You said grandma was going there. 
Will that uncle also show up?” 

“Sure!” Tang Cao says, “Uncle Chen held you when you were a child!” 

Bai Susu glances at her silly son and pats her daughter’s hand. “Don’t be 
nervous, the test has begun. This time there is only one person. Besides, 
Uncle Chen is our family friend, friendship spanning two or more generations. 
Even if he really finds anything, we shouldn’t be afraid.” 

“Yes!” Tang Cao reacts until now. “Sister, you are going to start acting. Come 
on!” 



Yan Hua is a little nervous, but when she sees that everyone else seems not 
nervous, she calms down. Tang Cao says. 

“Sister, you are the smartest one in our family. Grandpa always said that it 
was a pity for you to be a girl when he was alive. If you were a man, you might 
be able to be a successful politician. Isn’t it just acting? You can do it!” 

It turns out that she has the essence of drama queen. Yan Hua wants to roll 
her eyes, but what if she can’t even pass the first test? 

“Chen and you are in different generations and do not play together at 
ordinary times, so there is nothing to pay attention to. Just regard it as eating 
normally with elders.” Chang Pei’e smiles and looks at her granddaughter. 
“My Hua is so smart that nothing is difficult for you, right?” 

Yan Hua smiles and nods. “Well, I’m not nervous. But… Doesn’t that Uncle 
Chen have any children?” 

“He has two.” Tang Cao curls his mouth. “We don’t play with them together.” 

He is about to disclose the secrets of the two freaks of Chen Family when the 
packet at Chang Pei’e’s side moves, with a small head coming out. 

“Gungun is awake!” Bai Susu hurriedly takes out wet tissue for wiping his 
face. 

Yan Hua takes it and wipes Gungun’s face and then helps him put on baby 
cream. Gungun is awake, then finds that there is an old lady beside him, 
whom he never met before. 

“Are you my grandpa’s mother?” Gungun tilts his head and asks. He 
remembered that his mother said so when they went out in the morning. She 
told him that they were going to pick up her grandma, that was, grandpa’s 
mother, whom he was going to address as great-grandma. 

Chang Pei’e looks at the chubby little boy kindly. “Gungun, I am your great-
grandma!” 

“Great-grandma!” Gungun calls her, and then watches the old lady. 

“What is the matter?” Chang Pei’e doubts whether Gungun likes her. 



Tang Cao laughs. “Grandma, Gungun is waiting for you to give red 
envelopes!” 

“Oh, yes, yes, yes!” Chang Pei’e smiles. “I forget all about it. I’ve prepared!” 
She takes out a brocade bag from her pocket and takes out a little green 
Avalokitesvara. 

“Well, this is a Talasite from an old pit, which I have enshrined in front of 
Buddha in recent years.” Chang Pei’e wears it on Gungun’s neck. “Although it 
is not so good as the one given by the master of the nunnery before, it is also 
something I have been praying for blessing day and night. Gungun, wear it 
carefully. Don’t take it out casually.” 

Gungun curiously holds the little Avalokitesvara to look at. Yan Hua waits for 
him till he has seen enough before putting it inside to let his clothes cover it. 
“Gungun, did you hear what great-grandma told you? Don’t take it out 
casually, OK?” 

“Yes, I see!” Although he doesn’t understand why, he promised his father to 
obey before he came to Yanjing. 

Gungun solutes with joined hands towards Chang Pei’e and says, “Thank you, 
great-grandma!” 

“How lovely!” Chang Pei’e loves him so much. She takes out another red 
envelope. “Take it to buy toys.” 

Gungun takes it and turns to hand it to Yan Hua. 
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Chapter 194 Engaging in the Battle for the First Time 

The swallows under the eaves of big families have flown into the homes of 
ordinary people. Walking into the prepared big private room, Yan Hua has this 
kind of feeling. The decoration here is unlike some archaistic furniture and 
some nondescript landscape paintings hanging on the wall, it is like history 
reappearing everywhere, as if it is a real royal palace in full bloom which has a 
history of hundreds of years. 



“Sister, don’t you remember?” Tang Cao pours tea for her. “The things here 
are real antiques. You used to say if they belonged to our family, it would be 
great!” 

Yan Hua glances at him. “Was I really so…” 

“Really.” Tang Cao smiles a bit annoyingly, “You were notorious to love to 
enjoy, like style dress and delicious food, all valuable things.” 

Yan Hua believes what he said. 

“What are you brother and sister whispering about?” Bai Susu shouts, “Greet 
your uncle quickly!” 

Yan Hua just notices that there is a man in the private room, sitting next to her 
grandma. 

“Uncle Chen!” Tang Cao greets him quickly and stabs Yan Hua secretly. 

“Uncle Chen!” Yan Hua follows suit. 

Chen Shu is about the same age as Tang Yao and looks very young. But his 
temperament is very gentle, He looks a little sissy, but his eyes are clean and 
clear. He is now looking at Yan Hua and smiling. 

“Hua, one who survives a great disaster is destined to good fortune for ever 
after. Uncle knows that you are a blessed child!” 

Yan Hua stands up and answers, “Thank you for your kind words. I haven’t 
seen your elegant demeanor for several years.” 

“Hear, I’ve said before!” Chen Shu smiles. “Of all the children, why do I like 
Hua best? She is honey-tongued! Hahaha.” 

Other parents must be modest, but Yan Hua’s parents are not ordinary 
parents. 

Tang Yao nods with alacrity and answers, “Yes, she is. My Hua is good-
looking and filial. She is good at pleasing elders!” 

“It’s a pity…” Chen Shu says, “I heard that Hua has already married?” 



Yan Hua smiles more brightly. “Yes, Uncle Chen, he will come to Yanjing after 
a while. I’ll take him to meet you.” 

“My two sons are completely out of the question.” 

Tang Cao interrupts. “Even if my sister didn’t marry, neither of them would 
have a chance.” 

“Tang Cao, how do you speak?” Bai Susu stares at him. 

Chen Shu waves his hand. “Ah, Xiaocao is right! My two sons are annoying. I 
am worried that they will not be able to marry good girls.” 

“Don’t be too modest.” Chang Pei’e praises, “Both of your sons are very 
promising. You still disrelish them? Look at Xiaocao of our family.” 

“Grandma, if you comment on other men, please don’t compare them with 
me!” Tang Cao complains, “What’s wrong with me? I am a good socialist 
youth who has developed in an all-round way in five stresses and four points 
of beauty, and morality, intelligence, physique and aesthetics.” 

Bai Susu stuffs a piece of meat into his mouth, “Why are you so loquacious? 
Eat your meal!” 

“Gungun is five and four… good kid!” Gungun says with a crisp voice. He 
came in and ran to the back room to watch the cartoon just now, but now he 
shouts, leaning over the table. 

“Hahaha!” Tang Cao rocks with laughter. “Gungun, you follow me to say it 
again, five stresses and four points of beauty…” 

“Five stresses and four!” Gungun still doesn’t remember all of it. 

Chang Pei’e’s tears come out of laughter. “Ah, my darling, hurry to me!” 

“Great-grandma!” Gungun rushes into her arms. 

Chen Shu who is next to her looks at Gungun admiringly. “Is this the son of 
Hua?” 

“Well, his nickname is Gungun.” Chang Pei’e touches her great grandson’s 
head and says, “Gungun, call Grandpa.” 



Gungun’s big eyes stare at Chen Shu. “Hello, Grandpa!” 

“Good, good, good! Good boy!” Then he sees Gungun continue to stare at 
him, eyes flashing more than stars. 

Chen Shu is stunned. “What does he mean?” 

“Hahaha!” Chang Pei’e covers her mouth and smiles. “Waiting for you to give 
him a gift of first meeting!” 

Yan Hua who is near them doesn’t feel embarrassed, and smiles happily at 
Chen Shu. 

“My fault!” Chen Shu pats his forehead and calls a waiter in to pass his word. 
Soon another manager comes in and hands him a small card. 

Chen Shu puts the black card into Gungun’s hand. “Well, if Gungun wants to 
eat meals later, come to Grandpa’s place. You can help yourself to meals just 
for free!” 

“Damn it!” Tang Cao cries, “Uncle Chen, you are too partial. When I asked 
you to give me the black card, you didn’t give me.” 

Chen Shu says solemnly, “Well, if I gave it to you, your boys would come to 
eat every day and make me bankrupt, wouldn’t you?” 

“Thank you, Grandpa!” Gungun gets down from Chang Pei’e’s arms and 
throws himself into Chen Shu’s arms to kiss him, and then he quickly runs 
back to Yan Hua, putting the card into her hand like presenting a treasure. 

Yan Hua touches her son’s head. “Mom will put it into the small box beside 
your bed when we return home.” 

In the middle of the dinner, Chen Shu leaves in advance for some business, 
and the remaining Tang Family members quietly sum up the performance of 
Yan Hua just now, feeling that she can score 100. 

“I probably have a little feeling.” Yan Hua rubs the edge of the teacup. “Make 
public your willfulness, but have a sense of propriety. Arrogance does not 
equal to stupidity.” 

This should be the true character of Tang Duo. 



“You are really my Hua, really smart.” Bai Susu nods. “You said those young 
ladies of note didn’t like you, but they never dared to do anything bad to you. 
And those stupid guys always criticized behind your back that you didn’t know 
anything and it was no use marrying you, but every time they saw you, their 
eyes stuck on you.” 

“Hua, do you know why?” 

Yan Hua thinks for a moment and asks tentatively, “Because… My eldest 
uncle?” 

“Yes!” Bai Susu goes on to say, “Because you knew how far to go and when 
to stop and you were reasonable. Your uncle wouldn’t mind small 
indulgences. He likes you very much. No matter what people outside said, as 
long as he thought you were good, no one dared to offend you.” 

Chang Pei’e takes a sip of tea and says mildly, “They all say that our family 
run amuck in Yanjing because of depending on your uncle. I am not against it! 
If they are capable, they can find a big tree to lean on.” 

Tang Yao and Tang Cao have already taken Gungun to the back room to 
play. Every time when discussing the topics which require thinking, only 
women of Tang Family will participate. Yan Hua sees the three persons 
laughing inside, she can’t help smiling. 

“Grandma, the information above said except Uncle, the rest of the first 
branch treat our family…” 

Apart from Tang Ming, the other members of the first branch of Tang Family 
look down on the second branch, thinking that they live so well only 
depending on the first branch. 

“We will meet your uncle tomorrow.” Chang Pei’e touches Yan Hua’s hair. 
“There are some things you need to judge for yourself, whether it’s true or 
false, genuineness or hypocrisy.” 

Bai Susu smiles. “Don’t be afraid, and there are your grandma and me! No 
one can bully you.” 

The world is very small, let alone Yanjing. When they leave, they meet Bai 
Family members in the parking lot. 



“Tang Cao?” Bai Yuanfei thought the car look familiar just now. Tang Family 
members are indeed here. 

Yan Hua and other people have gotten into the car. But Gungun’s kettle lid is 
left in the private room, so Tang Cao goes to take it. 

When he sees Bai Yuanfei, he squints at Bai Yuanfei. “Why are you alone 
today? Where’s Hua Butterfly?” 

What he means is Hua Zhong. 

“He must be at home!” Bai Yuanfei laughs. “I come to pick up my younger 
sister.” 

Tang Cao’s face changes color. “Is Bai Jingzhu also here?” 

Just then Bai Jingzhu comes out of the elevator and sees her brother standing 
with Tang Cao. Her expression is not good. 

“Yuanfei, why don’t you go up and find me but stay here?” 

“Are you blind?” Tang Cao shakes his leg. “What can your brother and I do?” 

Bai Jingzhu’s face is cold. “Why do you interrupt when I talk to my brother?” 

“Because I like to do it and I am willing to do it!” Tang Cao chuckles. “If you 
are not satisfied, then hit me.” 

“Why are you so rude?” Bai Jingzhu stares at him. 

Bai Yuanfei rolls his eyes. “Can’t you two quarrel as soon as you meet?” 

“No, I didn’t quarrel with your younger sister.” Tang Cao sneers. “I also dare 
not for fear that she will say that I bully a weak woman everywhere. But I 
really don’t see how weak she is. Look at her elbow. Holy crap! They are 
almost as thick as mine.” 

“Tang Cao!” Bai Jingzhu screams. “What do you mean?” 

Bai Yuanfei grabs his sister quickly, or she will rush up and hit Tang Cao. 
Tang Cao is still bragging in an ostentatious manner. He says what he means 
is what literally means… 



“Tang Cao?” Yan Hua sees him talking to another man and knows they are 
familiar. Then there comes another girl soon. But it seems that they are going 
to fight after a few words? 

When Bai Susu tells her that the girl is Bai Jingzhu, Yan Hua understands. 

When Hua Yan eloped with a nightclub miss. Though it was terrible, 
competent Hua Family and Tang Family could have quieted it down. But at 
the critical moment, it was Bai Jingzhu who immediately disclosed the matter. 

“Bai Family later apologized and sent her abroad. But things couldn’t be 
undone. Your younger brother has hated her from then on and quarrels with 
her whenever he sees her.” 

Yan Hua gets out of the car and comes over. Bai Jingzhu, who likes Hua Yan, 
cannot have been friends with Yan Hua. Since it’s such a coincidence, Hua 
Yan decides to meet this girl so that Hua Yan will know how to act in the 
occasion where there are many people in the future. 

“Tang… Tang Duo?” Bai Jingzhu is motionless, gawking at Yan Hua. Until 
Yan Hua comes near her, Bai Jingzhu opens her eyes wide. “You… you really 
didn’t die?” 

Yan Hua’s eyes become aggressive. “Otherwise, am I a ghost now?” 

“Sister Duo!” Bai Yuanfei calls her. “I’m glad that you can come back.” 

Yan Hua glances at him. “I am very happy, too. You have grown taller.” 

“Hey hey!” Bai Yuanfei scratches his head. “It’s been five years. I have grown 
a bit taller.” 

Bai Jingzhu pulls a long face. “Tang Duo, I heard that you are married? Who 
was willing to marry you?” 

“Jingzhu…” Bai Yuanfei frowns and pulls her. “How do you speak like that?” 

Tang Cao’s expression is ferocious. “Believe it or not, I’ll knock down your 
teeth.” 

“All right!” Yan Hua takes hold of her younger brother. “Everyone is waiting for 
you in the car. Let’s go.” Then she glances at Bai Jingzhu again. “Are you 24 
this year?” 



Bai Jingzhu doesn’t know what Yan Hua means. “Yes. What? I am younger 
than you anyway.” 

“Five years ago, when your mother apologized to our family, she said that you 
were young. She asked us to forgive you. Now you are five years older. How 
do I feel that you’ve grown only in age but not on your brain at all?” 

“Yan Hua!” Bai Jingzhu trembles with anger. “How important are you? Hua 
Yan preferred a nightclub miss to you!” 

Tang Cao pushes Yan Hua aside and is about to hit Bai Jingzhu. “F**k, I’ll rip 
your mouth off.” 
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Chapter 195 What a Mess 

 
Bai Yuanfei is also angry with Bai Jingzhu, but he cannot criticize his own 
sister in front of others. He can only hurriedly push her behind, blocking Tang 
Cao’s swinging arm. 

“Tang Cao, calm down. I apologize for my sister!” 

“F**k you!” Tang Cao wants to hit Bai Yuanfei, but Yan Hua holds Tang Cao 
back. 

Bai Jingzhu is still shouting. “Hit me. I don’t believe you dare to hit me. Hit…” 

A crisp sound! The sound of a slap on the face makes the other three people 
dumbfounded. 

“You hit me?” Bai Jingzhu covers her face, looking at Yan Hua with an 
incredible look. 

Yan Hua tosses her hand. “I don’t want to hit you because it will cause my 
hand to hurt. But you say… Don’t you deserve it?” 

“Sister Duo…” Bai Yuanfei hugs Bai Jingzhu and looks at Yan Hua with a cold 
face. 



Tang Cao claps and laughs. “Ouch! Your bad deeds will catch up with you.” 

“Bai Jingzhu.” Yan Hua speaks slowly, “Hitting people without hitting their 
faces, cursing people without racking up their faults. I know you don’t like me, 
and I despise you. So we can just remain friendly in appearance but 
estranged at heart, but you insist on my hitting you. Why should I be polite to 
you?” 

“Because of your stupidity at that time, Tang Family and Hua Family became 
a laughing stock. Why do you think Hua Yan still hides abroad? It’s all thanks 
to you. If you hadn’t made it known to everyone, why wouldn’t he even dare to 
return home?” 

“You love Hua Yan, which has nothing to do with me. Hua Yan won’t like you 
even without me. Hua Family won’t let Hua Yan marry a woman who 
tarnished the family reputation. You even don’t understand this but say you 
have brains.” 

Yan Hua glances at Bai Yuanfei again. “You don’t need to call me sister, 
either. Our relationship was just so-so at that time, and then something like 
that happened. In the future, whatever tactics you play, in the light or in the 
dark, I will deal with. Five years ago, I was not afraid, and now I won’t be 
afraid, either.” 

Yan Hua turns to leave. Tang Cao cheers for her behind. Watching them get 
into the car. Bai Jingzhu stamps her foot hard. 

“This isn’t over. I…” 

“Enough!” Now since there are no other people, Bai Yuanfei stars at her. “Are 
you not too ashamed? You’re not a shrew of the marketplace. Look, who in 
your circle is like you?” 

Bai Jingzhu cries angrily. “Are you my brother? You also help outsiders scold 
me!” 

“I will slap you first even without Tang Duo if I help outsiders.” Bai Yuanfei 
says grumpily. He pulls open the door to push her in. “Don’t you know Tang 
Duo’s temper? Have you seen any woman has provoked her to her face?” 



Bai Jingzhu fastens her seat belt and says nothing. She also regrets it. She 
hasn’t seen Tang Duo for too long and has long forgotten the woman’s 
character… 

“You do know how freak the second branch of Tang Family is, but you still 
have to give them a chance to hit you.” Bai Yuanfei glances at her. “Learn 
your lesson!” 

Back home, Bai Yuanfei wants Bai Jingzhu to go upstairs quickly instead of 
being seen by their mother. But Bai Jingzhu refuses and runs to Fang Yan 
actively. “Mom, look at my face!” 

Fang Yan is playing cards with her sisters when she turns to see a red mark 
on her daughter’s face. 

“What’s the matter? Who hit you?” 

“Mom!” Bai Jingzhu begins to cry. “Tang Duo, it’s Tang Duo! She 
unexpectedly… She unexpectedly dared to slap me.” 

Before Fang Yan speaks, Bai Yuanfei snorts. “Why didn’t she dare to slap 
you?” 

“Tang Duo?” Fang Yan knows that the First Young Lady of Tang Family is not 
dead, but she doesn’t know that Tang Duo has already returned. “Well, how 
did you meet?” 

Bai Yuanfei sits on the sofa. “We met her at the gate of Zhiwei Garden.” 

“Then why didn’t you take your sister leave?” Fang Yan heartily asks the 
house maid to bring the aloe vera cream to put on Bai Jingzhu’s face. “Did 
you provoke her again?” 

“Mom! Why do you react like my brother? Now I am bullied by her!” Bai 
Jingzhu gets rid of Fang Yan’s hand. 

Bai Yuanfei snorts. “Do you think our mother is as stupid as you?” 

If the woman who is the head of their family is a fool, the family will have 
capsized long ago. Of course, there are also such cases like his sister, which 
can only be said to deserve bad luck. 



“She just came back, and you looked for trouble yourself. Look at you. You 
are really…” Fang Yan doesn’t know how to criticize her daughter. 

At ordinary times, she likes to be a scapegoat. Even they watch her, she will 
make trouble every day. How come she is such a fool though other family 
members are smart… 

“Then I got this slap for nothing?” Bai Jingzhu is unwilling. 

“Otherwise what can you do? Are you going to hit back? Have you ever 
beaten Tang Duo?” Fang Yan pokes her forehead. “Can’t you not provoke 
her? Every time you lost the argument or got yourself angry to death. If you 
don’t have the ability, don’t rush up.” 

Bai Jingzhu throws the bolster aside. “Hum, she won’t be proud for a long 
time. I am not the only one who hates her. Tang Duo has disappeared for five 
years. Does she think this circle was still the one five years ago?” 

“It doesn’t matter if it is the one five years ago.” Bai Yuanfei smiles. “The 
important thing is that she is still the most beautiful!” 

“Mom, look at him!” Bai Jingzhu picks up the bolster and smashes it on Bai 
Yuanfei. 

Fang Yan waves her hand. “All right, you two are making me have a 
headache. I’m going to have a rest. Jingzhu, Mom tells you again. Don’t 
provoke Tang Duo. Do you hear me?” 

“I know…” Bai Jingzhu angrily stands up. “I go to take a bath.” 

Members of Tang Family also sit in the sitting room and chat over the fruit tea 
made by Bai Susu. 

“I saw it just now. My baby daughter hit well!” Tang Yao who is anxious to see 
the chaos says, “The daughter of Bai Family is black-hearted. Don’t be polite 
to her.” 

Chang Pei’e has had little contact with younger generation, but she also 
knows that Bai Jingzhu is the girl who disclosed the matter of Hua Yan’s 
eloping that year. 



“Bai Family will meet disaster sooner or later because of that daughter.” When 
she looks at Yan Hua, she feels her granddaughter is better. “Those little girls 
always say behind your that you are arrogant, but why don’t they find that 
you’ve never gotten into trouble?” 

Arrogance also depends on the situation and matter. It is obvious that many 
people cannot distinguish clearly. 

“Hua, how do you feel after contacting those people today?” Bai Susu says, 
“As long as you don’t go out during this time, you should not meet anyone. 
However, when you officially announce your return, you will definitely contact 
them.” 

“Sister, I tell you, those ugly women used to invite you to participate in some 
poetry and tea parties and used wineglass drifting on a winding river to decide 
who would make a poem. It was very boring.” 

Yan Hua blinks. “Did they want to see me make a fool of myself?” 

“They could just recite a few poems.” Tang Cao says, “They didn’t write the 
poems themselves.” 

“Would I all go to participate?” Yan Hua feels that according to her character, 
she would not go. 

Tang Cao gives her an odd look. “Of course you would go. You said how you 
could show them your new clothes if you didn’t attend?” 

.”..” Yan Hua twitches her mouth corner. “I can compete with them on riding 
horses or diving when I have the chance.” 

She does have professional certificates. 

“There is something!” Tang Cao thinks of something to remind her. “You 
remember to look at the information behind about a few younger girls. In the 
past, when you were still here, they were young and couldn’t attend many 
activities. But now they can. Among them, there is especially a girl called…” 

Tang Cao secretly looks at Bai Susu, who is drinking tea and glances at him. 
“What can’t you say?” 

“Then Mom, you say it yourself.” Tang Cao shuts up. 



Bai Susu puts down her glass. “There is a girl named Dong Nianshuang, who 
is said to be the most beautiful in the circle now. Although she has a general 
family background, her elder sister married into Bai Family.” 

“Is she a relative of yours, Mom?” Yan Hua remembers that Lang Ruoxian 
mentioned it in the information he had investigated. The family of Bai Susu’s 
father was also among Yanjing’s celebrities and her father’s surname was 
Dong. One girl of this generation in Dong Family married the eldest son of Bai 
Family, who is Bai Jingzhu and Bai Yuanfei’s elder brother. 

“I had no family except my own mother.” Bai Susu says calmly, “She passed 
away when I was young, so I didn’t have parents’ home and even my 
surname was after your grandmother’s.” 

Chang Pei’e sighs. “What a sin! Your grandmother was tricked into giving birth 
to your mother before she knew that the man had a wife.” 

The man’s wife was pregnant at that time and got stimulated to miscarry. At 
that time, the man had to rely on his wife’s family to make a fortune, so he 
broke love with Bai Susu’s mother immediately. 

“Your grandmother lived a miserable life. She passed away because of illness 
soon after giving birth to your mother. When your mother was sent back to 
Dong Family, she was only eight years old. The principal wife of Dong Family 
grudged against your grandmother, so she had been mistreating your mother, 
and her dad ignored…” 

Tang Yao suddenly hugs Bai Susu tightly and his eyes turn red. “I said at the 
beginning that I should have killed them so as not to make you sad.” 

“If your grandma hadn’t taken a fancy to me and gone to ask for my marriage 
with your dad, they would have married me to a 50-year-old man.” Bai Susu 
speaks of the past very calmly. 

“The principal wife of Dong Family, who was in poor health because of 
abortion, gave birth to her eldest daughter in her 30s. Later, this daughter 
married Bai Family’s eldest son. The younger daughter, Dong Nianshuang, 
who was born when her parents were quite old. You don’t remember her. She 
used to love comparing with you, but she was younger then.” 

Tang Cao puts in a word. “Sister, the point is that according to our secret 
information, the person that Hua Yan really likes is Dong Nianshuang!” 



“Then why did he elope with a nightclub miss?” Yan Hua doesn’t understand. 

Tang Yao snorts. “It is unknown if there is something wrong with that guy, but 
he likes Dong Nianshuang and that’s for sure.” 

“How do I feel that I have enemies everywhere…” Yan Hua rolls her eyes. 
“Maybe I shouldn’t go out in the future.” 

Tang Cao smiles. “Sister, that’s what you are saying now. If you can restore 
your memory, you will certainly make them obedient one by one.” 

“Yes, yes, yes!” Tang Yao looks proud. “Hua, you used to say that you liked 
the way they didn’t like you but couldn’t hit you.” 

Yan Hua is speechless and chokes. At that moment, her mobile phone rings. 
It is a video request call from Lang Ruoxian. 

“Grandma, do you want to see Lang Ruoxian?” 

Chang Pei’e immediately says, “Of course. Come on! Hello, Grandson-in-
law…” 

After Lang Ruoxian and Chang Pei’e finish communication, Yan Hua comes 
back to the room and says all about what happened today. In the end, she 
sighs. 

“What a mess in the circle! Yanjing is really a place where are hidden dragons 
and crouching tigers. The days of leisure are gone forever.” 

When she finishes complaining, she doesn’t hear Lang Ruoxian’s consolation 
and sees the man staring straight at her. 

“What’s up?” 

“I have also found something about the woman who eloped with Hua Yan.” 

Yan Hua is stunned. “Why did you investigate her?” 

“Not specially, but I have found something interesting.” 
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Chapter 196 Puppy Love 

Lang Ruoxian tells Yan Hua that the nightclub miss whom Hua Yan took away 
at that time was a newly graduated college student. She only did this job in 
order to raise money for her father’s operation. 

“The girl was only a hostess, not a prostitute.” Lang Ruoxian says, “It was 
unknown why Hua Yan took a fancy to her.” 

Yan Hua probably knows what he is going to say. “Is there any problem with 
the relationship between the two now?” 

“Hua Yan left the girl and went to another place in their second year abroad.” 
Lang Ruoxian’s tone is somewhat strange. Yan Hua asks, “So he left the girl 
alone abroad?” 

“The normal trend is this.” Lang Ruoxian says, “But the girl had a sum of 
money in her hand. She used the money to open a small shop. The business 
was very good and she even took her father there.” 

“Hua Yan still had a conscience.” Yan Hua thought the money was given by 
Hua Yan. 

But Lang Ruoxian smiles. “You gave her the money.” 

Yan Hua is puzzled. 

“When the girl left with Hua Yan, she secretly approached you. I don’t think 
your family even knew about it.” Lang Ruoxian looks at her with a particularly 
proud expression, “Hua, you must have known at that time that Hua Yan was 
not a good person, so you gave her a sum of money.” 

Yan Hua is silent for a while. “I don’t think that girl is bad, otherwise I won’t 
give her money.” 

“You left her a route of retreat. You didn’t expect her to use it so soon.” 

“How do you know? Have you met the girl?” 

Lang Ruoxian smiles. “From the domestic gossip news, the girl saw you come 
back from the dead. My people contacted her when they were investigating 
Hua Yan. I didn’t expect her to say everything.” 



“I am indeed a good person!” Yan Hua rolls on the bed. “Luckily that Hua Yan 
didn’t like me, otherwise I would have lost a lot.” 

Lang Ruoxian looks at her with affection and love. “I should say this. OK, go to 
take a shower and sleep. Is there anything tomorrow?” 

“No, I will go to my eldest uncle’s house this weekend. He is visiting abroad.” 
Yan Hua enters the bathroom with her mobile phone and gives Lang Ruoxian 
a glad eye. “Do you want to see me take a bath?” 

Lang Ruoxian looks straight at her. “What do you think?” 

“Don’t make yourself uncomfortable.” Yan Hua smiles and kisses the screen. 
“I’ll hang up and you’ll go to bed earlier.” 

The news of Tang Duo’s returning has been still suspected to be unreliable. 
But because Bai Jingzhu speaks ill of Tang Duo everywhere, everyone finally 
confirms that Tang Duo, who is good for nothing except her beauty and 
doesn’t even graduate from university, has really returned. 

Because Yan Hua applies for a new mobile phone number, no matter whether 
it is a true friend or a fake, no one can contact her. Hua Zhong is worried and 
finally runs to Tang Family’s house this afternoon. 

“Sister! Hua Zhong is here.” Tang Cao hasn’t been out much lately, and has 
been playing with Gungun at home. 

Half a year later, Gungun will go to primary school. Bai Susu thinks that there 
is no need to find a kindergarten for him. After the Spring Festival, they will 
hire teachers to come home and teach some basic knowledge to Gungun. 
Then he will go to primary school directly in September. 

He will go to Caesar in Yanjing, which is also the school Xiaojiu and Mingxi 
go. 

“He has a secret crush on me?” Yan Hua remembers the information. 

Tang Cao exhales with his nose. “Just because he was almost kidnapped in 
his childhood, but you found something wrong and saved him. After that, he 
always liked to follow you everywhere you went as if he were your younger 
brother.” 



Only Tang Cao knows that Hua Zhong has been liking Tang Duo. Because it 
wasn’t long after Tang Duo got engaged to Hua Yan, Hua Zhong secretly ran 
to ask Tang Duo to go out one night and cried in the garden, asking Tang Duo 
not to marry his elder brother but wait for him to marry her in a few years. 

“That’s what you said.” Tang Cao who secretly saw the whole process, twists 
his body and lifts his orchid fingers. “Silly boy, I have always regarded you as 
my younger brother. When you grow up, there will be another better girl for 
you to love. Be a good boy! Go home quickly.” 

Yan Hua is speechless. 

“I certainly didn’t look as annoying as you, just like needing a spanking.” 

Tang Cao rolls his eyes. “This is not the point. The point is that he is waiting to 
see you downstairs! Should I find an excuse to send him away?” 

“Forget it…” Yan Hua stands up. “Even if I stay away from him this time, I will 
meet him later. Let’s hear what he will say.” 

Besides, several years have passed. She has already married and become a 
mother. Hua Zhong should have thought it clearly. Maybe he has already 
forgotten his confession to her. 

“Sister Duo!” 

Yan Hua goes downstairs and sees this young man sitting in the sitting room. 
He doesn’t have a beautiful face like Tang Cao does, but he is very 
handsome, like a star in a magazine. 

“Hua Zhong, long time no see!” Yan Hua smiles and then actively pats Hua 
Zhong who stands up. “You are welcome. Sit down please.” 

Hua Zhong looks at her with excitement. “Sister Duo…” 

“Mmm.” Yan Hua glances at Tang Cao and her father who are sitting in the 
dining room and peeping. 

Bai Susu goes to the company today. Chang Pei’e goes out early in the 
morning to visit friends. Without the ones discipline them, the two men set 
themselves free. 



“Where have you been in the past five years?” Hua Zhong clenches his fist. 
“I… I heard that you are married and have a son…” 

“Yes!” Yan Hua pushes the coffee cup on the table towards him. “And you? 
Tang Cao said that you came back from studying abroad last year?” 

“Yes.” Hua Zhong nods and takes a sip of coffee. 

Yan Hua sees him seem to drink painfully. “I remember you like coke. I’ll get it 
for you!” 

“No, no!” Hua Zhong quickly waves his hand. “I… I just want to come and see 
you and… talk to you.” 

“Why are you embarrassed?” Yan Hua smiles. “You are so embarrassed that I 
think you have not grown up yet, just like the little brother a few years ago.” 

Disappointment flashes in Hua Zhong’s eyes, but he still tries to say, “I have 
grown taller. Look! I am an adult.” 

“Tang Cao is taller than me, and he is still my younger brother.” Yan Hua 
reaches out and touches Hua Zhong’s head. “No matter how old you are, you 
are both my younger brothers.” 

Hua Zhong lowers his head and hides the look in his eyes. It takes a few 
seconds before he raises his head and smiles. “Haven’t you told me where 
you have been in recent years? Please tell me. I want to know.” 

“OK!” Yan Hua picks up an apple and takes a bite. “It’s a long story. When I…” 

In the kitchen… 

Tang Yao turns to Tang Cao to show off. “You see how smart your sister is. At 
first glance, that boy still has a motive to her. That is all right. I guess he has 
been overwhelmed again.” 

“His surname is Hua!” Tang Cao sneers. “Don’t say he is a just a boy. Even if 
he is a mature man, it is out of the question.” 

The enmity between Hua Family and their family is the one that will never be 
resolved in one generation. 



“But Hua Zhong is different from his stupid elder brother.” Tang Yao feels that 
he has to be fair to the poor child. “The first two years after your sister 
disappeared, I heard that he looked for her everywhere.” 

“It was all his brother’s fault.” Tang Cao clenches his fist, rattling. “Hua Yan 
had better not come back for the rest of his life, or I will kill him.” 

Tang Yao shares the same hatred. “Yes, kill him!” 

Hua Zhong hears through what Yan Hua says. Five years is not a long time in 
one’s life, but it is the most precious age. He has grown from a teenager to a 
man, and the girl he likes has also become a woman. 

“What is your expression!” Yan Hua takes a sip of flower and fruit tea and 
smiles. “I have leaded a good life. Although I experienced some setbacks at 
first, I met my husband later. He is very kind to me, so don’t be so sad.” 

Hua Zhong wants to cry but tries to hold back tears and nods. He doesn’t 
know whether he is sad about the experience Tang Duo suffered or about 
himself. He always thought Tang Duo was dead and he buried his feelings for 
her. 

But now Tang Duo is not dead, then what about his feelings? 

“Hua Zhong.” Yan Hua suddenly stops smiling and looks at him seriously. “In 
my heart, you are my younger brother like Tang Cao. I hope you can be 
happy and find someone who loves you and you love. Sometimes, some 
feelings are not so important. You just get used to it and don’t know how to 
place it.” 

“Try, open your heart and don’t tie yourself down.” 

Hua Zhong finally cannot help but cry. 

“F**k! If this guy dares to jump into my sister’s arms, I will beat him to death.” 
Tang Cao is eager to try. 

Tang Yao is more excited than he is, who is about to rush out. 

It’s a pity that Hua Zhong does nothing and looks at Yan Hua with blank eyes. 
A few minutes later, he stands up and looks like a handsome boy again. He 
also puts on sunglasses. 



“Sister Duo, I’m fine. I understand everything you say.” Hua Zhong sniffs. “As 
long as… As long as you are willing to talk to me. I know my eldest brother, 
he…” 

“He is him and you are you.” Yan Hua pats the handsome boy on the shoulder 
again. “We have nothing to do with him!” 

Hua Zhong leaves happily. 

No sooner has he disappeared from the door than Tang Yao and Tang Cao 
jump out. 

“Sister, you did well!” Tang Cao rubs his hands and says, “Let’s make that guy 
cry next time!” 

Tang Yao comes close slyly and says, “Dear daughter, I will not tell my son-in-
law.” 

“Dad, I didn’t do anything. What are you going to tell him?” Yan Hua shakes 
her head. “By the way, Dad, I have heard that you always quarrel with Hua 
Zhong’s father outside?” 

“Who said that?” Tang Yao’s eyes glares. “How can you call it quarrelling? 
That is my unilaterally making him feel sick!” 

Tang Cao says quickly, “Sister, you want to say that Dad should stop 
quarrelling, don’t you?” 

“No, I don’t…” Yan Hua feels that Tang Yao has become accustomed to 
scolding Hua Family. “Anyway, Dad, just don’t lose, or you’ll feel 
uncomfortable.” 

Tang Yao walks on air. “My dear daughter, stop jabbering! How can I lose? 
Hua Yan’s dad is my defeated opponent.” 

“Uncle!” Gungun runs out of the game room. Tang Cao’s game room has 
been occupied since Gungun came back. 

Tang Cao says “Hey” and hugs the chubby boy. “What’s the matter?” 

“I can’t beat the boss in the game.” Gungun replies fretfully, “I have played 
several times.” 



“Go, go, go! Uncle will abuse it for you.” 

Having seen him hold Gungun away, Yan Hua sees Tang Yao sneaking 
toward the door. 

“Dad, Mom said not to let you out.” 

Tang Yao’s foot is lifted in mid-air, and he turns his head to say pitifully. “I’ll 
just go out for a walk. Staying at home every day is not good for the elderly.” 

“Then you can stroll at home!” Yan Hua looks around the sitting room. “Our 
house is so big.” 
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Chapter 197 The First Branch of Tang Family 
At the weekend, the whole family plans to go to her eldest uncle’s house. Yan 
Hua thought that she had to get up early. But Bai Susu tells her. 

“Let’s go there in the afternoon. It will be just in time to dinner. So we can chat 
at the dinner table, and come back soon after dinner.” 

Tang Cao smiles knowingly, “Would you like to go in the early morning and 
stay there all day? Then I’ll be crazy.” 

“Hua.” Chang Pei’e takes her hands and says, “Everyone says that your uncle 
loves you, and our second male branch runs wild in Yanjing because the first 
branch supports us. Today, you should use your eyes to feel it yourself.” 

Yan Hua is stunned, then she nods, “I’ll. Grandma.” 

So the family moves slowly and doesn’t leave until it is more than 4 o’clock in 
the afternoon. They pass through the most part of Yanjing City. When they get 
to the house of Yan Hua’s eldest uncle, it’s more than 6 o’clock, which is just 
in time to dinner. 

A woman hears the sound of the car then runs out to shout, “How late you 
come!” She wears a purple cashmere cardigan, which seems that she is in 
her 50s. She says, “We’ve waited for you all afternoon.” 

Huo Liyun is Tang Ming’s wife. Yan Hua thinks about the reference material. 
She knows the woman is her aunt, her uncle’s second wife. Tang Ming’s 



original wife hemorrhaged badly when her second child was born. At that time, 
Tang Ming was still a department-level cadre. The hospital was not as 
humanized as it is today. So she died directly on the obstetric table. 

In order to take care of two young children, Tang Ming married Huo Liyun in 
the second year. 

Yan Hua steps forward and greets her, “Aunt!” 

Tang Cao also says hello to her. Huo Liyun intimately takes Yan Hua’s hand 
to look around her up and down. Then she says, “Ah, it’s like a dream! It’s 
great to be alive!” Her eyes turn red. Then she looks at Chang Pei’e and says, 
“Aunt, you’re so wayward. Now you finally want to come back!” 

Chang Pei’e smiles, “That’s right. My granddaughter is back. Can I not come 
back?” 

“This is Hua’s child?” Huo Liyun sees Gungun hidden in the arms of Tang 
Cao. 

Gungun is held by Tang Cao, and looks at Yan Hua a little nervously. 

“Gungun, call Grandma!” 

Gungun immediately calls her Grandma. Then he buries his head in the neck 
of Tang Cao and keeps silence. 

“How beautiful Gungun is!” Huo Liyun praises him. 

Tang Yao and Bai Susu stand at the end. They also greet her, “Sister Liyun!” 

Huo Liyun passionately lets everyone come in and says, “Let’s come in 
quickly. It’s just in time to eat!” 

Tang Ming’s house is naturally in the fabled compound. His house is located 
in the best place and also the largest building there. A deputy building is next 
to it. Several security guards live there, and listen to the command at any 
time. 

Yan Hua enters into the sitting room. It is about the same size as her home, 
but its decoration is Chinese style and very luxurious. All the furniture is made 
from mahogany. All the green plants are almost orchids, and the price of 
every pot equals to a flat. 



“Uncle!” Yan Hua calls. She sees Tang Ming at the first glance. 

Sitting in the middle of room, a middle-aged man, who wears a blue cotton 
Tang suit and a gold-rimmed glasses, is looking at Yan Hua. 

Some people are sitting around him. Yan Hua has already remembered the 
appearance of these people in her heart. There are two couples on the left. 
One is Tang Yu, the oldest son of Tang Ming, and his wife Yang Yanqing. The 
other one is Tang Jie, Tang Ming’s second son, and his wife Zhao Mei. 

The younger one on the right is Tang Rui, the third son, and his fiancée, Hua 
Yating. On the far side are Tang Ming’s daughters. They are Tang Yixiao, his 
fourth child, and Tang Ziyan, his fifth child. 

“It’s good to come back!” Tang Ming reaches out and says, “Come here 
quickly. Let me see you clearly.” 

Yan Hua walks forward and sits down next to Tang Ming. Next to her is Yang 
Yanqing, the wife of Tang Ming’s oldest son. Yang Yanqing smiles, “Hua is 
more beautiful now than a few years ago. Even if I’m a woman, I almost fall in 
love with your good appearance!” 

“Bah!” People hear a mocking voice that is neither loud nor low. The mocking 
voice still says, “Even if you look good, you are still an incompetent. I’ll feel 
ashamed to tell others that you don’t graduate from the college.” 

“Tang Rui!” Tang Ming stops him angrily, “How dare you say it?” 

Tang Rui shakes his head casually and says, “Dad, I’m telling the truth. 
Everyone says that.” 

“Your mouth is like a…” Tang Cao says. He wants to say Tang Rui’s mouth is 
like an ass. But his father covers his mouth as soon as possible. Tang Cao 
casts a glance at his father and complains, “Dad, are you going to suffocate 
me?” 

Tang Yao stares back and blames him, “Don’t behave casually. Your uncle, 
your brothers and your sisters-in-law are here! They will make a fair judgment 
for Hua. What are you worried about?” Then he smiles to Tang Ming, “Am I 
right? My eldest brother?” 



“… Yes.” Tang Ming says. His eyes darken for a while and his face becomes 
cold. He reprimands Tang Rui, “When you were a child, you liked bullying 
Hua. I thought it was not important that you fight with your cousin because you 
were young. But how could you say that just now?” 

“Hus is two years younger than you. She is your younger sister. How can you 
treat her like that?” Tang Ming suddenly slams the table and says, “Hua just 
comes back. It’s not easy for her to live outside these years. But when she 
gets home, she has to face that her loved ones create difficulties to her. 
You… you should go out of here quickly. Don’t let me see you.” 

“Dad!” Tang Rui stands up and shouts, “Every time I quarrel with her, you will 
blame me. Who is your kid?” 

Tang Ming’s face becomes black. Before he talks, Huo Liyun quickly says, 
“What happened to you? How could you be so rude in front of Grandma? And 
your father is right. We are a family. You can’t bully Hua in the future.” 

Chang Pei’e sees that everyone’s eyes are on her. She smiles to Huo Liyun 
slightly and says, “Just let the juniors do what they want to do. We, as the 
seniors, can’t beat them or scolds them. Just turn a blind eye to them.” 

“Aunt, don’t say like that.” Tang Ming cast a stern glance at Tang Rui and 
says, “I will throw him to the army for a few months.” 

“Okay. Shall we go to the table to eat? The dishes are all prepared!” Huo 
Liyun changes the topic. Then everyone moves to the dining room. 

Yan Hua helps Tang Ming to the dining room. Tang Ming asks her in a low 
voice about how she has been through these years. They don’t finish talking 
after sitting on the chairs. Huo Liyun doesn’t care about that. She just asks 
house maid to serve the dishes. Others is accustomed that Tang Ming makes 
a pet of Yan Hua. Everyone just picks up their own bowls and chopsticks to 
eat. 

During the dinner time, only Tang Ming and Yan Hua chat happily, at least 
superficially. Tang Rui always looks up. Hua Yating sometimes glares at Yan 
Hua in secret. 

Gungun isn’t lively all night. This is might because he is in a strange place and 
many strangers are here. “Gungun, do you want to eat more?” Bai Susu asks 



him. She takes care of him carefully and talks to him in a low voice from time 
to time. 

The families of Tang Ming’s oldest son and his second son don’t say anything. 
But they keep listening to the talk and also say few words at the ending. As 
they are finishing the meal, Tang Yu’s son wakes up and pounds down the 
stairs. 

“Where is my younger brother? Don’t you say a younger brother will come 
today?” The little boy shouts loudly. 

Yan Hua looks at him and smiles, “In my impression, Kai is still a two-year-old 
baby. He grows up so quickly in a blink of an eye.” 

“Kai, call your auntie!” Yang Yanqing pulls his son over and says, “That is your 
younger brother.” 

Kai looks at Yan Hua and nods, “Auntie, you are our family because you look 
so good.” 

“Hah, hah!” Tang Cao teases him, “Kai, you should also look at your family. 
Your father and your mother look normal. I tell you, maybe you are…” 

Tang Yao covers his mouth and says to Kai, “Kai, ignore your Uncle Tang 
Cao. He always be nonsense!” 

Kai doesn’t care about them at all. He puts all his eyes on Gungun. 

He asks, “Is this younger brother from Auntie’s family?” 

Bai Susu wipes Gungun’s hands and says to Kai, “Yes. Your younger brother 
is called Gungun.” Then she says to Gungun, “Gungun, this is your elder 
brother Kai.” 

Gungun calls Kai obediently, “Brother Kai.” 

Kai is so happy. He is the only little child in Tang Family. Yang Yanqing has 
several nephews in her family, but they are all older than Kai. It’s the first time 
of him to be elder brother. He immediately grabs Gungun’s hand and doesn’t 
let him go. 

“Come on! I will take you to play.” 



Gungun looks at Yan Hua again. Yan Hua nods, “Go! Don’t run quickly.” 

Then everyone moves to the sitting room. Tang Ming is planning to play chess 
with Tang Yao. But Chang Pei’e stops him. 

“Ming, I have something to talk to you.” 

Seeing her look is not like usual, Tang Ming also says seriously, “Aunt, please 
tell me.” 

“We’d better let Hua talk about it. After all, she is the victim.” 

On the other side, Tang Rui has already taken the car key and prepares to go 
out. Hua Yating wants to go with him. But Tang Rui refuses her. The two 
people begin to dispute and pulls with each other. 

“You’d better sit down and listen.” Yan Hua says. Her gaze passed through 
Tang Rui. Tang Rui is stunned immediately. Then his expression becomes 
ferocious. 

“Sit down!” Tang Ming opens his mouth, and no one dares to move. 

Yan Hua says the analysis of her family and Lang Ruoxian. In a short, 
someone behind the scene has designed her disappearance five years ago. 
She doesn’t know if this person aims at her or the Tang Family. 

“If they aim at me, it’ll be easy to deal with.” Yan Hua looks sideways 
unconsciously and sees Tang Ziyan hurriedly turning her eyes back. Yan Hua 
doesn’t care about it and continues to say, “If they aims at me, they must have 
some affairs with us or has a grudge against my parents and my younger 
brother. But if they aim at the entire Tang Family…” 

Tang Ming’s expression turns grave. If they aim at Tang Family, it may be 
upgraded to a political conspiracy, even the country. 

“How could it be possible?” Tang Rui ridicules her again, “If they are against 
the Tang Family, why don’t they take any actions these years? If you don’t run 
back yourself, everyone thought you were dead. Nothing would happen at all.” 

Bai Susu’s eyelids move a little. She raises her head and shows her smile to 
say, “In our family’s view, they might aim at Hua simply. But we also think 
about Goujian, the king in ancient time, who endured hardships for more than 



10 years to accomplish his ambition. So how can’t these guys who want to 
destroy us hide 5 years?” 

“Brother, don’t forget that the election held every five years will arrive soon. 
According to the rules that have been in place, you should stay the course for 
two terms. But in case something unexpected happens…” 

Bai Susu’s expression becomes more and more serious as she says, 
“Brother, the whole Tang Family is on the same boat. We are bound together 
for good or ill. I dare not take risks. So I have to say that and let you think 
about it.” 

The atmosphere becomes quiet suddenly. Even Tang Rui, who always likes to 
find faults with them, does not say anything. 

“Investigate it.” After a long time, Tang Ming says with his teacup slammed on 
the coffee table. “Let’s check one by one from the group of relatives who went 
with us five years ago.” 

The faces of Tang Ming’s two daughters-in-law are pale suddenly. Most of the 
relatives who went there are their family members… 

“Don’t be scared.” Huo Liyun says quickly, “Your dad means that it is 
necessary to check all the people who went there last time. We may have no 
problem ourselves. But we can’t make sure that the friends around us or 
people we know have no problem.” 

“You are right!” Bai Susu nods, “They can play a sly trick in short time. They 
definitely know us well.” 

Tang Rui stands up quickly and asks, “Aunt, do you mean that there is a mole 
in our Tang Family? 
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Chapter 198 Come and Go 
“Are you out of your mind?” Tang Cao retorts. “We all know what it means. 
Why must you dwell on these words?” 

When Tang Rui tries to retort, he is pushed back to the sofa by his eldest 
brother, “What Aunt means is that there were too many people there last year 



and their relationships are complicated. As a family, why must you court 
trouble?” 

“Anyway, I don’t think it has anything to do with our family.” Seeing Chang 
Pei’e smiling at him, Tang Rui’s anger disappeared. He says, “How can we 
investigate with so many people in such a long time ago?” 

Tang Ming looks at his youngest son and says, “Just investigate.” Then his 
gaze travels to Yan Hua, “Hua, whether it was coincidence or not, you must 
be careful. If there is indeed a conspiracy behind it, they may still take actions 
since you come back.” 

“If they hurt Hua again, does that mean she is their only target?” Tang Yixiao, 
who remains silent suddenly asks. 

Yan Hua turns to look at Tang Ming’s married daughter, Tang Yixiao. This 
beautiful and smart woman has married to a man surnamed Guo, whose 
family owns the biggest company in telecom industry. Although their marriage 
is for the profits of families, they seem attracted to each other. 

There is little information about Tang Yixiao. In general, she is typical of a 
celebrity. But her words just now make Yan Hua realize that in this family, 
there are no simple and naïve people but supplicated ones! 

“I hope they are only against Hua.” Chang Pei’e touches Yan Hua’s hair with a 
smile: “But even if they do it again, we cannot rule out the possibility that they 
decide to go with what happened.” 

Wisdom comes after experience! Yan Hua gives Chang Pei’e applaud in her 
heart. 

“You are right.” Tang Ming nods. “Anyway, let’s go and investigate first. Don’t 
let go of any trace.” 

Seeing that everyone’s emotion is affected, Huo Liyun quickly orders people 
in the kitchen to bring a few plates of fruit. “Okay! Today, we gather here to 
celebrate the return of Hua, so cheer up. Ah, Ming! Didn’t you say you wanted 
to play chess with Yao? Just go!” 

“Enjoy yourselves. I’ll go upstairs and have a rest.” Chang Pei’e stands up 
with Yan Hua, “When people get old, their spirits are getting worse and 
worse.” 



Bai Susu: “Hua, help your grandmother upstairs.” 

“Sure!” 

There are several rooms on the third floor prepared for the Tang family. 
Generally, Tang Yao will rest here when they come. Chang Pei’e leans on her 
bed and grins at Yan Hua. “You did very well!” 

“Grandma, I…” 

“Let’s talk about it when we come back to our own home.” Chang Pei’e pats 
her hands. “Go downstairs and remember to wake me up when you leave. I’m 
going to have a lie-down.” 

Yan Hua nods and closes the door after she tucks her grandma in. 

Walking to the second floor, she sees Tang Ziyan running from the balcony 
with her mobile phone in a panic and when she notices Yan Hua, her eyes 
appear even more panicked. 

“What are you doing?” Tang Ziyan hides her cell phone behind her and asks. 

Yan Hua smiles, “I’m walking downstairs. What’s wrong with you?” 

“Nothing.” Tang Ziyan calms down and goes to Yan Hua with a groan, “If I 
were you, I would not come back!” 

“Oh?” Yan Hua crooks her pinkies and looks at the red coat of nail polish 
smiling: “This is my house. Why can’t I come back?” 

Tang Ziyan’s face darkens: “You… You’re still so shameless. There’s no man 
here. Who wants to see you being so pretentious?” 

“Just for myself!” Yan Hua replies with her head tilted, “During these years of 
my absence, I guess you all had great fun. Now that I’m back, let’s hang out 
together more often!” 

“How dare you hang out with us?” Tang Ziyan looks at her with shock. “Aren’t 
you ashamed? You are abandoned, and your man would rather elope with a 
young lady, you…” 

“But I have a husband now. My son is so cute. Haven’t you seen him?” Yan 
Hua interrupts, “My husband is very handsome, too! And he is a president!” 



Tang Ziyan is very angry. This woman is the same as a few years ago, and 
she is even more arrogant. 

“Shame on you!” Tang Ziyan snarls, “You think you are still in the past. Let me 
tell you! Your time has long gone. You are old.” 

Yan Hua touches her face and says, “Am I old? Well, I look better even 
though I’m older than you! “ 

“You…” 

“Do you have a boyfriend?” Yan Hua asks. 

Tang Ziyan said, “It’s none of your business.” 

“But you are my cousin. I have to care about you.” Yan Hua walks past her. “I 
remember you used to like someone. Who is he? Is he Hua Zhong?” 

“I thought I could see the happy ending of you two, but apparently he refused 
your pursuit.” Slowly walking downstairs, Yan Hua turns her head and curls 
her lips. “Come on, my cousin. Otherwise… You’ll have to get married for 
alliances.” 

Tang Ziyan gets so angry that she reaches her hands to push her. However, 
Yan Hua moves faster and has walked down several steps. Tang Ziyan fails 
and as she begins to swear, she sees Tang Cao running up. 

“What are you doing?” Tang Cao asks Yan Hua before he sees Tang Ziyan 
standing at the top of the stairway. “Why are you here, too?” 

Tang Ziyan is outraged and obviously she has no kind words, “This is my 
home. Where I am is none of your business.” 

“Are you screwing over my sister?” With just one big step, Tang Cao stands in 
front of Tang Ziyan, “Why are you so annoying?” 

Tang Ziyan sneers, “You think you and Yan Hua are not annoying? But for our 
family, you two…” 

“Damn. Shut up!” Tang Cao raises his hand to frighten her. “You think I won’t 
slap you?” 

“You dare!” Tang Ziyan turns her face to him and says, “Do it, do it!” 



Tang Cao swears. Actually, he dares not… 

“If you hadn’t insisted on skiing, my sister would not have had an accident. 
You are such a trouble!” He dares not slap her, but he can curse! Tang Cao 
continues, “Do you think everybody will remain silent about that? Well, had 
you not born in this family, you would have been slapped hard. You are so full 
of yourself.” 

Tang Ziyan retorts, “But I was born into the Tang Family. You are speaking as 
if you are not a member of the Tang Family.” Then she points to Yan Hua, 
“Don’t think I don’t know, Brother Rui has investigated that your husband is 
not the real father of your son at all, and you were his sister-in-law before!” 

“Why are you three standing here?” Tang Ming and Tang Yao come out of the 
study and see them. 

Tang Ziyan is silent. She dares not say those words in front of her elders no 
matter how bold she is. Giving her a scathing look, Tang Cao also dares not 
say anything. Only Yan Hua smiles. 

“Ziyan is kind to remind me that Gungun is not my husband’s biological child, 
and he may be bullied in the future.” Yan Hua’s gaze drifts across Tang 
Ziyan’s grumpy face. “I don’t know where she heard that my husband used to 
be my brother-in-law.” 

Rotating the walnuts in his hand, Tang Ming says, “Well, I heard that from 
your dad. Ziyan, don’t bring that up. Do you hear me?” 

“… I see.” Tang Ziyan nods reluctantly. 

However, Yan Hua goes on saying. 

“I know Ziyan is kind, so I tell her that if my husband treats me or Gungun 
badly, I’ll tell you, Uncle. I’m sure you will stand by me, won’t you?” 

Tang Ming laughs, “Of course! No one can hurt my dear Hua.” 

These people go downstairs. When Bai Susu is about to say that they can go, 
she hears the crying of children coming from the drawing room. 



“Kai, what’s wrong?” Yang Yanqing and Yan Hua rush to them. When they 
arrive, they see the toys are all on the carpet. Kai is sitting on the floor crying 
while Gungun is standing on the side looking innocent. 

“Tell Mom, why are you crying?” Yang Yanqing wipes his tears and casts a 
look at Gungun. 

Clutching Yan Hua’s leg, Gungun looks up at her. 

“Gungun, why is your elder brother crying!” Yan Hua squats down to his eye-
level. 

Pointing to a car on the ground, he replies, “I want to play the car, but Brother 
Kai said I must play the robot with him. I said you play it yourself, and I wanted 
to play the car… So he cried.” 

“Is that so?” Yang Yanqing asks her son. 

Kai nods, sobbing, “Gungun didn’t listen to me.” 

“Kai, Gungun can play whatever he wants. You can’t force others to play what 
you want to play, you know?” 

Kai is a little confused. The children who usually play with him always listen to 
him. They play whatever he says. How can it be like this? Isn’t he the one to 
have the final say? 

Yang Yanqing certainly knows what her son is thinking about. He usually 
plays with the children in the compound who are told by their parents that 
Tang Kai cannot be offended, so they all follow him. 

“Gungun, look, Brother Kai is crying. Would you like to play robot with him?” 

Actually, robot is Gungun’s favorite toy. Today, why he refused Kai was 
because Kai kept commanding him. He wouldn’t listen to him. 

“All right…” Picking up the robot that Gungun has been waiting to play, he 
asks his brother, “Would you like to play together?” 

For Kids, their tears and laughter come and go quickly. Right now, Kai is 
happy to take another robot, “Gungun, let’s go to the earth to save mankind!” 

“Okay!” 



The two little boys continue playing together. 

“I’m sorry, Hua.” Yang Yanqing says embarrassedly, “Kai is spoiled by his 
grandmother.” 

“No, no. It’s nothing!” Yan Hua really feels that growing up in this family, Kai is 
very good. “He’s very sensible. You know, kids are all just like that. 
Sometimes, Gungun is more overacted.” 

Around 10 o’clock when Gungun is almost asleep, Chang Pei’e prepares to 
leave, and Huo Liyun walks her to the door. 

“Aunt, now that everybody’s back, you can come here more often now. At 
least come here for dinner every month!” 

Chang Pei’e promises with a smile, “As long as you don’t see it as a trouble!” 

“How could I? We are a family!” 

Yan Hua turns to see the place as the car pulls out of the courtyard. It is said 
that the geomancy of this place is the best in Yanjing. In front of it is the 
central axis of Yanjing, the office place of the state leaders and the residence 
of Chinese ancient emperors. 

“What are you looking at?” Tang Cao also turns his head. 

Yan Hua lets out a sign of relief and leans back on the seat, “It’s okay, I just 
feel tired.” 

“That’s inevitable.” Bai Susu looks at her pale face: “After all, you have to act 
for half of the time. It takes a lot of efforts.” 

Tang Yao says in a hurry, “My dear daughter, you did very well! That’s what 
you used to be like.” 

“Yes, yes!” Tang Cao then says, “You didn’t see my sister quarrel with Tang 
Ziyan. That woman was too angry to speak.” 

Chang Pei’e closes her eyes and smiles, “Hua, how do you feel about coming 
here?” 
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Chapter 199 Dad Is Coming! 

As the old saying goes, “To be in the king’s company is tantamount to living 
with a tiger.” 

“What?” Tang Cao is a bit confused when he hears the high-level sentence 
suddenly. 

Yan Hua snaps her fingers on her brother’s forehead and says, “I’ve asked 
you to read books. But you never listen to me.” 

“Sister…” Tang Cao looks at her sadly and complains, “I have a college 
degree.” 

“…” Yan Hua is unable to respond. Well, she thinks, she only graduates from 
high school. 

Tang Yao pats his son and questions him, “Does it matter that your elder 
sister doesn’t graduate from college? Can you speak eight languages like 
her? Can you give birth to the lion like her?” 

“I can’t.” Tang Cao immediately says, “So I worship my sister!” 

Yan Hua is speechless. 

Bai Susu pushes the heads of the father and son away. She stops them, 
“Don’t say that again. Listen to Hua.” 

Yan Hua recalls the people in Tang Ming’s family in her mind and says, “Uncle 
likes me, not only because he likes beautiful juniors, but because our Grandpa 
once saved his life. Actually, our Grandpa left us because of him.” 

“Grandma…” Yan Hua looks at Chang Pei’e with hesitation. Chang Pei’e 
shakes her head and says, “I’m fine. You can go on.” 

Other people, including the sons of the first branch of Tang Family, have 
never known why Tang Ming is so good to Yan Hua. At that time, when Tang 
Ming took the official career, although he was almost close to today’s position, 
he offended some people. They felt that Tang Ming was a threat, so they 
planned to hurt him. 



“He was saved by our grandpa.” Tang Cao angrily says, “How well our 
grandpa’s body was when we were young! At that time, he allowed you to ride 
him every day as a horse.” 

Yan Hua doesn’t remember that, but she’s seen the photos at home. Grandpa 
really loves her. Chang Pei’e also tells her that the old man often said that if 
his granddaughter was a boy, she would make a difference definitely. 

“Uncle feels guilty for us. So he has been taking care of our family for so many 
years. Even my brother always makes troubles, he doesn’t blame him. Every 
time Tang Cao has a contradiction with Tang Rui, he obviously blames Tang 
Rui, but it is just a superficial criticism.” 

On the contrary, it becomes more and more popular that Tang Cao is a 
playboy. Everyone says that the second branch of Tang Family is 
incompetent. 

“Bah!” Tang Cao pouts his lips and says, “Why should we be competent? How 
good being incompetent is!” 

Yan Hua didn’t understand it before. After all, her family has such a great 
identity but they have a really bad reputation. However, when she sees the 
first branch of Tang Family, she begins to understand. 

“This is best for our family!” She smiles at Bai Susu, “We wear beautiful 
clothes, eat delicious food and enjoy extravagant life. Even if others dislike us, 
they can’t do any bad thing to us. They even have to treat us politely.” 

The company can’t be too big. She and Tang Cao can’t be too smart. 
Because Tang Family only needs one leader, Tang Ming. 

“My Hua is really smart.” Chang Pei’e pulls Yan Hua into her arms and says, 
“You can realize the essence of everything. The family like us doesn’t need to 
fight for something. As long as your eldest uncle is in place for a day, we will 
continue to live a good life.” 

“We can always be a playboy!” Tang Yao and Tang Cao say at the same time. 

Bai Susu stares at them, “But it is different now.” 

“Where is it different?” Tang Cao asks, “Is that because my sister is back? My 
sister is so smart that no one can bully her.” 



Yan Hua smiles, “But I am not the only one coming back. You also have a 
brother-in-law.” 

“Bah!” Tang Yao snorts. He wants to say that he doesn’t admit Lang Ruoxian 
as his son-in-law. But he swallows back his words after Bai Susu glares at 
him. 

Chang Pei’e says, “Although I have never seen that child, he should be a very 
good guy who can make our Hua like him. Besides, the strength of Lang 
Family in the three coastal provinces should not be overlooked. It’s not easy 
for him to give up the company and to come to Yanjing. We can’t treat him 
casually like you.” 

“Grandma, have you considered the feelings of your grandson before you say 
like this?” Tang Cao complains. He shows the whites of his eyes. 

“And your son’s feeling!” Tang Yao also complains. 

Bai Susu has long been accustomed to the two men in family. She ignores 
them and says, “I intend to let Ruoxian enter the company of Tang Family. I’ll 
hand the company to him in the future!” 

“Okay!” Tang Yao immediately grins, “Then you can have a rest. Let’s go to 
travel around the world!” 

Tang Cao also pats his thigh excitedly and says, “In the future, we can 
enslave my brother-in-law.” Tang Cao decides to admit Lang Ruoxian as his 
brother-in-law because Lang Ruoxian will work himself to the bone for Tang 
Family’s company. 

Lang Ruoxian doesn’t know that he has been sold. He just finishes the final 
handover with Lang Yukun. In the future, Lang Yukun will control Lang 
Consortium completely. 

“Don’t you want to go to see your dad before leaving?” Lang Yukun asks. 
They are sitting in Lang Yukun’s restaurant, and Lang Yukun personally cooks 
a few dishes. 

Lang Ruoxian puts the chopsticks down and says, “You care too much.” 

“He should read the news and know that you gave me the company.” Lang 
Yukun smiles, “I thought you would want to see his expression.” 



“I always want to ask you a question.” Lang Ruoxian changes the subject, 
“Why does Fourth Uncle always stay abroad with you? The company of Lang 
Consortium overseas is smaller than it is here.” 

Lang Ruoxian never looks down on the father and son. At the beginning, he 
was very defensive toward them. Later, he found that they were really not 
interested in Lang Consortium. It seems that they want to be far away from 
here and don’t want others bother them. 

“In fact, I don’t know the specifics.” Lang Yukun thinks about it for a while and 
says, “I only know that my mother died unexpectedly because of Eldest 
Uncle.” 

“So when you found out my true identity, you didn’t tell others and helped me 
cover up the evidence left by Qiang Di.” 

Lang Yukun is a little surprised and asks him, “Do you know all of that?” 

Lang Ruoxian continues to say, “You avenged your mother by my hand. Now I 
give Lang Consortium to you. Should I say that Fourth Uncle and you are 
lucky or you have planned it all?” 

“Don’t say that!” Lang Yukun pours himself a glass of wine and says, “It’s you 
who insist to hand it to me. Do you think I am willing to be a slave for you?” 

Lang Ruoxian raises his eyebrows and says, “In any case, the biggest winner 
today is you. Now you want me to see Lang Li. Well, does Fourth Uncle want 
me to tell him the truth?” 

“I know you won’t.” Lang Yukun says. He also pours a glass of wine for Lang 
Ruoxian. “As long as Grandpa is alive, we can’t hurt Lang Li.” 

“That’s great that you know it.” Lang Ruoxian picks up the glass and says, 
“After I leave, you can’t be stupid to stimulate him.” 

Lang Yukun clinks glasses with him and says, “I am not stupid. Don’t talk 
about me. It seems that Tang Family wants you to manage their company. I 
don’t think there will be any good words outside. Are you ready for that?” 

“There are no men in Hua’s family. It’s normal that I am going to take over the 
company.” Lang Ruoxian smiles like an evil. He says, “I have signed several 



cooperation intentions which are in Yanjing, and I will send them to Hua’s 
company at that time.” 

Does anyone want to say that he lives off a woman? Haha… Have they seen 
a man has projects which are worth several hundred million projects to live off 
a woman? 

“Yanjing is far from here. The power of Lang Family may not help you. You 
must be careful with everything.” Lang Yukun suddenly changes his face into 
a relaxed expression. He says, “I still expect you to find her for me!” 

Lang Ruoxian drinks all the red wine in the glass and says, “Then you have to 
bless me all the best, so that I have time to find her for you.” 

When there is a week away from the New Year, Lang Ruoxian arrives at 
Yanjing. 

“Dad!” Gungun rushes to Lang Ruoxian like a small cannonball when he sees 
his father coming out of the airport. 

Lang Ruoxian picks up Gungun. The father and son look at each other for a 
moment. Then Gungun grins, “Dad, I miss you. Do you miss Gungun? 
Grandma’s house is so great. There is heating so I can run barefoot. There 
are also a lot of delicious foods that I have not eaten!” 

“I know you like eating.” Lang Ruoxian kisses his son’s chubby face. Then he 
stares at the woman a few steps away. 

He misses her so much without seeing her for half a month. Fortunately, in the 
past time, he was busy day and night. Because as long as his mind was 
empty, the feeling of missing would become stronger and stronger. He doesn’t 
want to separate with her in this life, no matter where they go in the future. 

“Hua!” Lang Ruoxian says and quickly reaches out his hands. 

Under the sun, Yan Hua’s good-looking face smiles like a flower, as if the 
whole sky turns into a bright spring day. She rushes to him like Gungun, then 
she is embraced by Lang Ruoxian firmly. 

“You’re here!” 

“I’m here.” 



Tang Cao stands impatiently beside the car far away from here. He 
complains, “Is it enough to hug each other? Don’t you feel it’s so cold? Hurry 
up to get on the car! Then you can hug.” 

“Shu Sheng. Xiaokai!” Yan Hua waves hand to the two persons behind Lang 
Ruoxian. 

They are Lang Ruoxian’s people. Of course, they will follow Lang Ruoxian 
wherever he goes. 

“Hello, Uncle!” Gungun waves his hand to Shu Sheng. Then he looks at 
Xiaokai and calls him, “Hello, Brother!” 

Xiaokai screams, “I am your uncle, not brother!” 

There are two cars. One is sent by the Lang Consortium’s branch to receive 
Shu Sheng and Xiaokai. The place where they live has been arranged. So 
they leave at first after they say goodbye to Yan Hua. 

The family of three gets on another car. Lang Ruoxian looks at somewhere 
and says, “There are reporters.” 

“It’s normal!” Tang Cao closes the car’s door and says, “You have to get used 
to it. Reporters will follow us as long as I and my sister go out.” 

Compared with other places’ people who love to watch stars’ gossip, Yanjing’s 
people are more willing to see these high-ranking men and women. The news 
value of them is higher than the stars. 

“Your background will be revealed totally soon.” Tang Cao smiles and lets the 
driver start the car. He asks, “Are you ready? My brother-in-law? Yanjing 
welcomes you.” 

Lang Ruoxian glances at him. He is a little strange why Tang Cao suddenly 
calls him brother-in-law. Tang Cao dislikes him before. 

“Ignore that. It’s not that terrible.” Yan Hua leans on Lang Ruoxian’s arms and 
touches his clothes. She asks him, “Is it cold?” 

Lang Ruoxian lets her touch his clothes and says, “No. I wear a down-filled 
coat.” 



“You always live in the south. I estimate that you will not get used to it for a 
while.” Yan Hua pokes her son who is playing with the game console and 
says, “A few days ago, Gungun caught a cold and coughed.” 

Lang Ruoxian touches his son’s head and watches him to operate a little man 
to cut people in the game. The screen is full of blood. 

“Gungun, who let you play this game?” 

Gungun pays much attention to the game and doesn’t hear Lang Ruoxian’s 
words. Suddenly, the game console is disappeared from his hand. 

“Take it away. Don’t let him play it in the future.” Lang Ruoxian throws the 
game console into Tang Cao’s arms. 

Gungun reacts so much and cries loudly. 

“What are you doing?” Tang Cao says angrily, “You make my nephew cry.” 

Yan Hua hands the tissue to Gungun and says, “Before you played it, I’ve told 
you that this is not suitable for you to play, and Dad would definitely stop you. 
At that time, you said that Dad was not here and no one stopped you.” 

“Mom… Mom. You didn’t say anything!” Gungun complains. 

Yan Hua wipes his tears and says, “I’ve told you. But you didn’t listen to me. 
You even cooperated with your uncle to play it secretly.” 

“It’s just a game. What’s the matter…” Tang Cao whispers. When he sees that 
Yan Hua glares at him, he begins to keep silence. 

Lang Ruoxian puts Gungun on his legs and says, “What did I tell you when 
you came?” 

“You asked me to protect my mother and to listen to her words.” After saying, 
Gungun is red and hugs Lang Ruoxian actively. He says, “Dad, I am wrong. I 
won’t play games anymore.” 

“I don’t mean that you can’t play any games. But you should choose the 
proper game to play.” 
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Chapter 200 Absence Make Hearts Grow Fonder 
After being educated, Gungun is still spiritless even after he gets home. Tang 
Cao complains about Lang Ruoxian when he sees Chang Pei’e. 

“Lang Ruoxian bullies your great-grandson!” 

Yan Hua shows the whites of her eyes. Lang Ruoxian comes in behind them 
and greets them actively. 

“Grandma! Dad!” 

Tang Yao rushes over and picks up Gungun. He says, “My good boy, your 
dad abused you?” 

Yan Hua is speechless to these drama queens in her family. She decides to 
ignore them. Chang Pei’e ignores them, too. She puts her eyes on Lang 
Ruoxian and says, “I’ve said that the husband Hua chose was great. How 
good-looking he is!” 

“… Thank you, Grandma.” Lang Ruoxian didn’t expect the old lady to be an 
eye-controller. He thinks it again and says, “Hua is better-looking.” 

“Yes. Hua is the best-looking!” 

Chang Pei’e lets everyone go to the living room. Bai Susu, who is cooking in 
the kitchen, comes out and says, “Hello, Ruoxian.” 

“Mom!” Lang Ruoxian quickly stands up. 

“Sit down. It’s your home. Don’t be too polite.” Bai Susu puts the fruit tea down 
and asks, “How’s it going? Have you handled all the things about your 
company there?” 

Lang Ruoxian nods. He sits down and says, “Yes. There is no problem.” 

“So you are a poor man now?” Tang Yao says again, “Hah… Then you are 
not worthy of my Hua.” 

He is very jealous because Bai Susu makes dishes personally in order to 
welcome Lang Ruoxian himself. But Tang Yao doesn’t eat his wife’s dishes for 
a long time. 



“Let’s talk about it after the New Year.” Bai Susu is very satisfied to say, “I’m 
sorry that you will work hard in the future.” 

Lang Ruoxian knows that Bai Susu’s words mean that they completely treat 
him as a family. He curls his lips and says, “Mom, we are family. Don’t be so 
polite to me. But there is one thing I want to do tomorrow.” 

“What is it?” Yan Hua says curiously. 

Lang Ruoxian hugs her waist and says, “Re-take the marriage certificate.” 

“What?” Tang Cao doesn’t understand his meaning in time. 

But Tang Yao immediately claps his hands and says, “Yes. Hua’s name on 
your previous marriage certificate is fake. Haha! Great. My daughter is still 
single now and she can choose a better man.” 

“I think Ruoxian is very good.” Chang Pei’e says with a smile, “I have a friend 
at the Civil Affairs Bureau. You can go there after I contact with my friend 
tomorrow.” 

Bai Susu thinks again and says, “Go there openly. Don’t be afraid if you are 
shot by reporters.” 

Anyway, everyone knows that Tang Duo once lost her memory. Her name at 
that time is Yan Hua. It is normal to change it now. 

“Dad, do you think we are going to fall out of favor?” Tang Cao whispers with 
Tang Yao. 

Tang Yao covers Tang Cao’s mouth and says, “Only you fall out of favor. I 
won’t fall out of favor because I’m the head of the family.” 

“Are you teasing me? Grandma and Mom have the final say in our family.” 

“Do you still want to get pocket money?” Tang Yao threats him. 

“My pocket money is given by my mother.” Tang Cao despises him and says, 
“We all receive pocket form mother. How can you threat me?” 

Tang Yao casts a stern glance at him and says, “I can ask my son-in-law for 
money in the future!” 



“I can also ask my brother-in-law for money!” 

Their voices become louder and louder. Lang Ruoxian smiles, “Dad, Xiaocao, 
I am also a person who receives pocket money.” 

“Hahaha!” Chang Pei’e falls about laughing. 

Gungun is eating fruit aside. He has already forgotten about being educated. 
Gungun thinks of the recent buzzwords and he says. “Looking at each other’s 
eyes, they all receive pocket money from someone!” 

Hah! At this time, even Yan Hua and Bai Susu can’t help laughing, and the 
three women laugh together. 

“Gungun!” Tang Cao points at Gungun with his heart broken. Tang Cao says, 
“Are you not my partner? Don’t you want to play with me in the future?” 

Gungun looks at him. Then his little body twists and rushes into Chang Pei’e’s 
arms. 

“I will be my great-grandma’s partner in the future. I will play with my great-
grandma!” 

Bai Susu laughs to tears and says, “Our Gungun is very smart. He knows who 
has the final say at home and who he will play up to!” 

The family has a happy meal. Then Lang Ruoxian goes upstairs with Yan 
Hua. Bai Susu specially re-decorates the third floors. She changes the two 
bedrooms into a large bedroom for the couple. There is also a study room and 
Gungun’s little bedroom on the far side. 

“Grandma is old so she lives on the first floor. My parents and Xiaocao are on 
the second floor. The third floor is ours.” Yan Hua introduces it to Lang 
Ruoxian when she pulls him to the room. “Well! Xiaocao also makes a 
children’s slide in Gungun’s bedroom. Gungun can slide directly to the first 
floor.” 

“Look at the balcony over there. There is nothing right now. I want to buy 
some succulent plants when the spring comes. We can also put a parasol and 
drink tea there…” 



When they enter into the bedroom, Yan Hua wants to continue to introduce. 
Suddenly, she is pulled into the man’s arms by him. 

“Hua…” Lang Ruoxian bites her snowy earlobe and says, “I like the new home 
very much. Whatever it is, it shows the mother’s love for us. Of course, the 
more important thing is that you are in this family.” 

Yan Hua struggles to move but fails. 

She raises her head and glares at the man. She says, “It’s daylight.” 

But her lips are covered by Lang Ruoxian’s mouth. He tastes them slowly as if 
he tastes a delicious food. Yan Hua gives a grunt and instinctively sticks out 
her small tongue. Lang Ruoxian holds her up and goes to the bed to press 
her. 

“Door… Close the door!” Yan Hua beats his breast. 

The man leaves. He runs to close the door and locks it inside. When he 
returns to the bed, he has already taken off his clothes. 

“How could you be so fast?” Yan Hua turns over and avoids him, looking at 
him with her seductive eyes. 

Lang Ruoxian slowly climbs on her and takes off her clothes with his hands. 
He says, “I take off Hua’s clothes faster.” 

The floor heating system is warm and the bed is hotter. The man deeply 
buries in the body of Yan Hua. They cross their hands. The sweat falls from 
Lang Ruoxian’s body on the undulating white chest of Yan Hua, dropping 
along the woman’s beautiful curve. 

Yan Hua says, “I’m itchy…” Lang Ruoxian buries his head under Yan Hua’s 
waist line to taste the sweat. He notices that the woman under his body 
trembles. Then he continues to move down. Yan Hua calls out instinctively 
and kicks him. 

However, her leg is stopped before she kicks him. Suddenly, she is dazzled 
as if the fireworks are blooming in her brain. Then they breathe into the same 
frequency. When they have finished, Lang Ruoxian picks up her into the 
bathroom. 



“Grandma, can’t I go upstairs?” Gungun asks when he finishes a pudding in 
the sitting room. 

Bai Susu smiles, “Shall we let Mom and Dad whisper with each other?” 

“Okay…” Gungun thinks about it and says, “I will whisper to Dad at night.” 

Tang Yao, who sits aside, wants to tell Gungun that your dad doesn’t want to 
whisper to you. However, after his wife glares at him, Tang Yao changes his 
words, “My empress, can I go out for a cup of tea?” 

Bai Susu asks, “Is there no tea at home?” 

Tang Yao looks flattering and massage Bai Susu’s arms. He says, “You even 
allow Tang Cao to go out. Why not let me go out and play for a while?” 

“Grandpa, please take me out!” Gungun instantly runs over. 

Tang Yao’s face turns sad. He says, “My baby, the place where I go is boring. 
There is just a group of old men.” 

“Well… Grandpa, please help me find Uncle!” Gungun says again. When he 
went out after peeing just now, his uncle has disappeared. He is so sad. 

How can I know where he is? Tang Yao frowns and says, “Gungun, let’s go 
out next time! Next time I will take you out to play. Your grandma can testify it 
for me!” 

Bai Susu doesn’t want Tang Yao to take Gungun out, either. He can lose 
himself, not to mention he takes Gungun out. 

“Gungun, come here!” Bai Susu waves her hand to let the chubby boy come 
to her. She says, “Don’t go out with grandpa. It’s cold outside. Do you want to 
make a video call with Xiaojiu?” 

“Yes!” Gungun says. He is distracted quickly and climbs onto the sofa, waiting 
for Bai Susu to make a video call for him. 

The Bishui Beauties in south city is a high-consumption KTV of membership. 
There are many legends in the eyes of ordinary people. Some say that the 
public relations ladies here are all students of famous university. Some say 
that there are many male stars to come here to find the rich women. Others 



even say that this place often holds parties about naked feasts and taking 
drugs… 

The first few guesses are almost correct. As for the naked feast and taking 
drugs, they are not true. After all, it is the country’s capital. No one dares to be 
so crazy to do that. 

“If you don’t come out, I’ll order a good golden Nanmu coffin for you.” A man, 
who is almost the same age as Tang Cao, shakes his legs and says, “Are you 
not mad to stay at home for half a month?” 

The large private room looks magnificent. When you come in, you’ll feel you 
are a very rich guy. However, only two men sit there with bottles of colorful 
drinks and beautiful fruit snacks on the table. 

The man who speaks to Tang Cao is very tall, but his body is a little fat and 
his hair is really short. A so thick gold chain is on his neck. His each finger 
wears a big gold ring with a shining emerald above it. 

“Chen Xiaopang! Do you ejaculate by your mouth and it makes you talk 
nonsense? My sister just came back. Of course I have to stay with her at 
home.” 

“How dare you say that?” The person named Chen Xiaopang pats a table 
suddenly and says, “Our sister has been back for so long. You never want me 
to come to see her. I really want to see the former first beauty of Yanjing.” 

“Nonsense!” Tang Cao almost throws the ashtray to him. He asks, “What is 
the former? My sister is still the first beauty of Yanjing now.” 

“Is she more beautiful than the little beauty of Dong Family?” 

“How can the ugly woman compare with my sister? Only people like you who 
don’t see much sights will think she is beautiful.” 

The private room’s door opens, and a waiter respectfully brings in a young 
elegant man. 

“Mr. Tong, what would you want?” 

The fat man surnamed Chen waves his hand and says, “No. Well, watch the 
door for me. Don’t let those fake faces women come in.” 



“Of course, Mr. Chen!” The waiter obviously knows what he likes. The waiter 
also says, “Recently, there come some college students. They are pure and 
clean. Is Mr. Chen interested?” 

Tong Yue, who just comes in, wears glasses and looks so elegant. But the 
eyes behind the glasses make you think of a word in an instant. 

A refined rascal! 

Tong Yue tells him, “Let them come in after an hour.” Then he looks at the 
watch and sits down. 

“Yes!” The waiter bows unctuously and closes the door to leave. 

Chen Xiaopang lights a cigar and asks Tong Yue, “Tong Yue, you have seen 
Tang Cao’s sister. Is she really beautiful?” 

“Yes.” Tong Yue thinks for a while and says, “The beauty of Dong Family that 
you mentioned can’t compare with Sister Duo.” 

“Oh my God!” Chen Xiaopang doesn’t want to smoke his cigar any more. He 
stands up directly and says, “Let’s go. Xiaocao, we will go to your house to 
visit our sister!” 

Tang Cao leans on the sofa softly and squints his eye. He asks, “Will you visit 
my sister in the middle of the night? Aren’t you afraid of my mother to kick you 
out?” 

“Oh! Right! Let’s go tomorrow! We can play all night and go to your house 
tomorrow.” 

If you find any errors ( broken links, non-standard content, etc.. ), Please let 
us know via our discord so we can fix it as soon as possible. 


